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A.

INTRODUCTION

The Literary Review was resuscitated by Whittier College's Upsilon Sigma
chapter of the international English honorary society, Sigma Tau Delta, in 1986.
Its purpose is to publish the best student writing submitted, whether fiction, nonfiction or poetry; all contributors are students at Whittier College, as re the
editors.
The Review is a manifestation of the belief that academic excellence should
be rewarded, and that rewarding that excellence positively impacts the intellectual
life at the College. The educational process is, at its core, a sharing process: a
time when ideas, learning, and knowledge may be exchanged in an environment
which is specifically designed for this interaction, and which rewards effort and
encourages intellectual growth.
This publication is a forum for student expression, but the expressions of
contributors do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors, the faculty
advisor, the members of the Publications Board, the Associated Students of
Whittier College, or any other College entity, department, or organization.
A special thanks to Sigma Tau Delta's faculty advisor, Dr. Anne Kiley, the
creator of this and other fine literary exercises. Without her support, this Review
would not have been published.
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UNDEADHEAD: A FAIRY TALE
by Phil Hickey
"I've evolved into a higher life form, Guy."
"That's cool, Steve." Guy usually ignored his roommate. He threw his books
on the floor, and himself on his bed. Because of the closed windowshades, the small
room seemed even darker than was usual for the winter.
"No, really, I'm serious." Guy looked across the book strewn room. His books
were creeping across the invisible line into Steve's spartan half of the dorm room.
"Well, I hope your professors buy it; you missed finals today. And yesterday."
"Oh," Steve ran a hand through his long wavy hair. "I'll talk to them. They'll
let me off." It was true; they usually did. There was something compelling, almost
paralyzing about Steve. "Mere charm," was his label for it. Professors, students, male
and especially female, all gathered around Steve like moths trying to smother a candle.
lie ate it Lip.
Steve crouched on the edge of his bed, with his arms curled around his knees.
Guy lay in his bed. A minute passed, and then Guy rolled over. "All right, I give up.
What have you evolved into?"
"Well, I'm not really sure, just yet. But it's something big." As he spoke he
gradually uncurled, his arms the first freed, waving to emphasize his words. Then his
legs would flop, until they were called upon to walk his gesticulating upper half around
the room. As he paced his words unfolded, "I'm not quite sure what all the ramifications
are just yet, but the outward physical metamorphosis alone is mind-boggling."
Guy raised his head, and slid a hand under it. "You look the same to me, Steve.
Well, extra bright-eyed, maybe. Maybe it's time for your Thorazine."
"Observant. You'll make a good writer yet, Guy. The eyes. Good. Now what
else?"
Guy let out a long suffering sigh. "Maybe I wasn't kidding about the
Thorazine, Steve."
"You can't guess what else? OK, I'll give you another piece of the puzzle.
With a slightflourish he shook his hair hack. "Get ahold of these!"
Guy looked up, and then darted to his feet. "Holy slit, what happened to your
ears
Steve turned his head slightly from side to side, as if modeling them. They
were bizarrely elongated, with the outer edge rising into a sharp point. "Like them?"
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"You look like a fucking Vulcan! Jesus, where did you get them screwed up like
that? What sort of doctor would do surgery like that?"
"A logical assumption, Captain, but unfortunately, you are letting your emotions
carry you into the realm of fantasy. Dr. McCoy would never perform such radical
surgery." The speech was delivered so well that Guy almost remembered to laugh. Only
the ears prevented him.
"What else," he asked hollowly. Steve toyed with his ears. "What other
'outward physical metamorphoses'?"
"Weeelll ... that's about it. I don't get out much anymore. Light hurls my eyes,
even with sunglasses. That's why I missed finals. And why I haven't been here the last
few nights. It's the only chance I have to get out now. Thank god for 24 four
convenience."
"Oh,! thought you were at Missy's."
"Dropped her last week. No time for that now. Y'see it's the inward changes
that are more interesting." He let the pause hang a minute, as he perched himself on the
edge of his desk. "Everything is clear now. I wish I could retake my SAT's. I'm a
fuckin' genius now. Immortal too, for all intents and purposes."
"Come again? I got the 'I'm a fuckin' genius part', but I missed the other thing
you said."
"You're not paying attention, Guy. I'll have to deduct points for that." Steve
chuckled. "Immortal. I-M-M-O-R-T-A-L. With superior intelligence comes
enlightenment. It is possible to control your inner processes, including the hormonal
ones. All you have to do to become immortal is to figure out which ones to control. It's
very easy, really. You twiddle a few knobs, make a few adjustments, and voila, instant
eternity. Well, maybe not that long, but at least hinm..." Steve's lips began to move, and
he traced symbols on an invisible blackboard in front of him.
Guy stared. His roommate had obviously become unglued. Nothing that he was
saying made sense. But neither did the ears. Their tips poked through his tousled curls,
pointed reminders. He licked his lips. "OK. Two questions. Why, and How?"
Steve looked puizled for a second, and then he brightened again. "Simple. The
questions. The answers, not so simple. As to why, I'm not sure. Maybe I'm just a man
on the threshold of the next stage of evolution. A brave pioneer." lie struck a heroic
pose. And quickly dropped it. "But maybe this has been going on for a long time. I seem
to remember reading something about fairies. They have pointy ears and live under hills,
something like that?"
"That's faerie, common figure in European legend. They live in magical
kingdoms sometimes located tinder hills, and are supposedly immortal. Also supposedly
very captivating, and capricious. Fairy is a slightly different breed. I think at least a hundred
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witnesses could attest to the fact that you are not a fairy. Unless you've made some other
changes, too."
Steve threw his head back and laughed. Guy joined in.
"Man, oh man, you keep me young." Steve let loose a final spasm. "Now your
second question was how, right? Well the change requires a lot of energy, and some
sacrifice, as I told you. Well there is a connection between reproduction and aging. That
seems pretty obvious. But the beauty of it is that the two processes are not only connected
but inextricably linked. The price to be paid for reproduction (allowing a form of
immortality), is true immortality. All that you have to do is figure out how to get out of the
Cycle."
"So you give up sex? Hell, I could live forever, easy."
"It's not quite that simple. here's where the sacrifices come in." He smiled as he
stood up. "The chemicals that enable transformation require a built up amount of
reproductive chemicals. Strong muscles, if you know what I mean." He leered at Guy as he
began to unbuckle his belt.
"What are you getting at, Steve?" Guy's voice was unsteady.
Steve slid his pants down to his knees. "This, baby." He jerked down his boxer's
and straightened up.
"Jesus Christ! You are a fairy! Get away from-Holy Shit. What happened to it?"
Steve stood by the desk, idly scratching the featureless skin that was once his
genitals. As his pants slid down to rest around his ankles, he continued, "Not just the
hormones, and semen, and all that, but the organs as well. The entire apparatus is absorbed.
Everything. All that it takes is the built up reserves. Now you, for instance, you jerk off a
lot." lie raised his hand, to forestall the noises of protest. "You're kind of loud sometimes.
Don't try to deny it. I can see it in your face. Besides you get kind of loud about it
sometimes. So you've got the muscle tone, so to speak." His face took on the appearance of
an overzealous TV huckster. "You might be able to make the switch. Try it. I did." The
facade was destroyed by an unsmothcrable grin. "But seriously, think about it. it takes a
little restructuring of the digestive system, but. small price, I say."
Guy collapsed back onto his bed. "Steve. Celibate. Two words that don't belong
on the same page." Ile was quiet a moment, then began to chant,
"There's no joy in Mudville tonight,
for the Mighty Steve has struck out;
AND HE LOST HIS FUCKING BAT!"
"Balls too. You can't forget them. Good thing this building's old, and the walls are
thick. Having an RA walk in with a noise complaint right now might be tough to explain."
Steve smiled, and pulled up his pants. Guy watched as he buckled his belt.
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"1 can't believe you're being so blase' about this. This calls for a major restructuring
of your life." Steve finished the operation, and resumed his perch by the door on the desk
corner. "Look, this is serious, man. What are the side effects of this, the 'sacrifices' you keep
talking about, the 'small price to pay' you just mentioned. How many more are there that you
don't know about? What else do you have to give up?'
"Well, these changes require a lot of fuel. I can't eat normal food anymore."
"What do you eat now, nectar, ambrosia, some shit like that?"
"No, nothing miraculous like that. I still get nourishment from organic sources."
"So what does that make you now, the human trash compactor?"
"No, nothing like that at all. You see, I need a more efficient digestive system. I
need to deliver maximum energy with minimum fuss. Nothing fancy, just stripped down and
simple. All I can deal with is protein."
"I knew that vegetarian diet wouldn't last too long. Now that you don't fuck like a
rabbit you don't need to eat like one either. So you want to go to McDonald' s'1"
"Still can't eat there. I need nourishment. Besides, fast food packaging is bad for
the environment." Guy rolled his eyes. "No, no, no, Guy my man. Not McDonald's either.
I can only consume human flesh now."
"So, you're a cannibal." Guy's voice seemed a little uncertain.
"Of course, I've got no equipment to fuck with, but I got to get a little action
somehow. So Ijust eat 'em now."
When the laughter had died down a little, Steve said, "You remember what I was
saying about how maybe the legend of the fairies, sorry, Faenes, might have some basis of
fact? Well, maybe there are other legends that have a grain of truth to them as well. Take
vampire stories for example. There's a lot of surface similarities. Neither can take the light,
they both live nearly forever, and they both have a reputation for cruelty."
The room was still. Guy barely breathed.
"You see, an organism subsists best on chemicals similar to it's own composition,
and when you want high energy output you go straight to the source. Blood gives the most
gas mileage, so to speak. Essential part of man and the simplest to digest."
Steve hopped off his perch, and glided to the bed where Guy lay. "I'd love to turn
you on to this process, but I don't think you could handle it. Besides, I'm really hungry right
now, and hey, I probably don't need the competition right now, anyway. There are sacrifices
you have to make. Sorry." And his hands reached out to caress Guy's neck. Twist. Slurp.
Sometime later, "It's a good thing it's an old building with thick walls. Imagine
hying to explain this to an RA."
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he came down...
by Bridget Brady

In
the
inter
mission
of the moon,
the moon-man
came down to play,
and I opened unto him,
and was inflamed,
engulfed,
with sweet
moon-touch,
kisses of velvet,
and I bathed in his light,
and I danced in his light,
and I was his light,
in the intermission,
moon-mission,
of the
moon.
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SELF
by Bob Grange

The brightness had left him
to follow different paths
Floundering in the wake of a
broken dream
His last cigarette burns
to an ash
He lies crouched in the shadow
of a single oak tree
He looked for love
his freedom denied
He sought out the rose,
but it withered and died.
He sought the innocent smile
of a child's face,
The child balked-he
knew his place.
He sought the oak for
a final embrace,
death rebuked himhe had other sould to take.
So, in that cold void of vacant faces,
he uncovered the essence of the beacon.
Purely by accident did he find his way.
It brought joy, Love, Laughter:
All he had to do was pray.
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Disposable Society
by J. Cox

Gone like a whistle,
That the breeze has blown away.
Forced to depart,
Like the dreams of yesterday.
Machinery has taken over,
And all souls are lost.
Gone is nature's finery.
Convenience has a cost.
Faster and quicker,
Man has learned to move.
No time, no faith, nor hope.
What does it prove?
Gone like the sparrow,
When winter's fury comes.
Our souls lost in the cogwheels.
Industry runs on.
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Society As Deviant:
Portrayals of Deviance in Television
by H. Taylor
To the industrialized society, a myth means something made up, a fable, but to
primitive man, myths mean the very opposite: stones that have a special significance, that
transmit eternal truths. And because these stones are so full of meaning and exert such a
powerful hold on the human imagination, they're
repeated over and over again, throughout history and in all societies. To find modern day
myths, all we have to do is turn on the television. Television is the primitive reality of the
modern world. In the twentieth century, the theme of marginality has come to the forefront,
and naturally, this can be found in a close examination of television programs. In Great
Britain, the fear of totalitarianism has been a present undercurrent since World War II, and
has resurfaced with the rise of the Socialist Party. Of course, the fears of the nation are
reflected in its television programs. Two British television series, a decade apart, both have
the topic of deviance as a central issue, and present a hero who is ennobled by his fight
against an oppressive, "deviant," society. But who is the deviant, the rebel or the society that
oppresses him?
Television drama has increasingly begun to explore social and personal issues that
cannot be resolved quickly or easily, maintaining at the same time a sense of entertainment in
order to attract a mass audience. In 1968, for example, there appeared on American television
a British import called 'The Prisoner," a seventeen-part miniseries. Created by and starring
Patrick McGoohan, it was ostensibly a continuation of an earlier series called "Secret Agent."
The Prisoner seemed to be a secret agent who had been forcibly retired by his superiors
because he had come to know too much and was disillusioned. He is drugged and spirited
away to an island filled with similar "retired" agents. The series is premised on the Prisoner's
desire to escape, but the island is depicted as an utopian paradise. No need is left unanswered.
However, The Village is filled with continual electric monitoring devices and it is maintained
by a severe restriction of movement. The only need left unfulfilled is human freedom.
What makes the show important in television's development is the fact that it offered
a complete reversal of all the traditional values of popular adventure. It was the first
antigovernment spy show. The bad guys created and ran the paradise. The good guy
continually rejects it and trys to escape. He always fails. Every episode ends with the
animated graphic of bars slamming shut over the Prisoner's face.
The entire series is an allegory for man in modem society. In the Village, people
wear identical costumes. They have no names, only numbers. The Prisoner is Number 6.
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The Village is a Kafkaesque world in which everything is symbolic. It is a vision of modem
society that attacks conformity, technology, and the power of government. Number Six
exclaims: "I will not be pushed, filed, stamped, indexed, briefed,debriefed, or numbered."
As discussed in JRIite Deviance (Simon & Eitzen, 1986), it is the governing
minority who are responsible for the greatest and most costly criminal acts, but the media
functions to portray deviance as a problem created by non-elites, just as The Village sees
Number Six as a deviant. One of the conditions that lead to elite deviance, or is
characteristic of it, is that the organizations are so complex, it often makes it "impossible for
outsiders and many insiders to determine who is responsible for what" (28). In every
episode of "The Prisoner," Number Six is confronted by the new Number Two, and asks
"Who's side are you on?" and the answer is always "That would be telling." He then asks,
"Who is Number One?," but the only response is "You are Number Six."
The symbolism of the show obviously reflects McGoohan's belief that we are all
prisoners, and that Orwell's "Big Brother" was rapidly approaching. In Wayward Puritans,
Erikson defines deviance as having a function in organized communities, that of defining the
boundaries of accepted behavior. But in technological totalitarian states, reflected in The
Village, conformity is the only way to ensure survival. For example: They hold an art
competition in The Village, and almost everyone's work is a representation of Number Two,
the symbol of authority. The message: artists often do what's acceptable, selling out to the
prevailing tastes in exchange for comfort. The Prisoner tries to escape through the mortuary,
literally going through the world of the dead. The message: the only way for a nonconformist to escape is through death.
An election is held for Number Two, which is a farce, because Number Two is
appointed, not elected. But Number Six runs and wins. When he gets to be Number Two,
all he does is press the buttons on Number Two's desk. He has the symbols of power, but no
real authority. The Message: Do we really have free elections? In following the line ofjj.
Deviance the answer would have to be no.
"You are a member of The Village.
You are a unit of Society."
—Number Two to Number Six
"Once Upon a Time"
The most obvious meaning of "The Prisoner" concerns the battle of an individual
against the oppression of society. Number Six represents a man who refuses to conform—
the rebel, the deviant. The Village represents a society that demands conformity. This is a
timeless theme and there are many ways to interpret the message. The struggle between the
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individual and society many simply be polarized, with Number Six representing the ultimate
individual and The Village representing the ultimate society. There can be no compromise.
For society to exist, it must negate the individual impulse; otherwise, a type of anarchy will
result. For the individual to maintain his dignity and self, he must rebel against the dictates of
society.
If you start to take sides, the message assumes additional dimensions. Number Six
is attractive, and most will sympathize with his cause. Taken to the extreme, some see "The
Prisoner" as a call to individualism. here, Number Six is a role model. On the other
extreme, sonic see Number Six as a kind of anti-hero, a trouble-maker. This is probably a
minority view, but a cqse can be made for the society against the whims of the individual,
The Village against Number Six. A way to solve the problem is to make Number Six a type
of superman. In this respect, Number Six is a man best equipped to lead its. But society
refuses to hear his real message, and thus, the conflict continues.
The second television series appeared about a decade later. "Blake's 7," while more
of an adventure series, relied heavily upon themes of deviance, as its heroes fought an
oppressive, evil government, but the major character was not only a criminal, but arguably an
amoral sociopath as well. It utilized the British fears of fascism and many aspects of what
Flobsbawm called Jiimitive Rebels
Between January, 1978 and December, 1981, the BBC broadcast 52 episodes of
"Blake's 7." The final episode was seen by over 10 million people, a figure which, stunning
in itself, is made all the more remarkable by the fact that it was on at the same time as the top
ITV audience-catcher, "Coronation Street" (Attwood, p.9). "Blake's 7" grabbed the public
imagination in a way that only a handful of programs had done before. Letters poured into
the BBC throughout the series. After each season finale, hundreds of viewers offered
solutions. By 1981, at least ten fan clubs existed in Britain alone, along with a "Blake's 7"
magazine that sold 40,000 copies a month. Invitations to the actors to do everything from
appearing at conventions to lecturing to students at Cambridge University arrived every day.
"Blake's 7" represented a unique attempt in the U.K. to mount a serious space/
future series. It presented heroes who were not invincible and escapades which were all the
more plausible because they didn't always work. As early as the second season, one of the
main characters, Gan, died during a futile raid on a Federation nerve canter. Another, Cally,
later died in an explosion caused by arch-enemy Servalan. And Blake—if he was not dead
before—was certainly killed by Avon in the final episode.
Blake, who was the original (hence the title) main character, was molded in the
Robin Hood tradition. A political dissenter, he was branded a criminal and sent to a prison
colony planet. On route, he and a group of others escaped and gained possession of a
fantastic ship. Blake was determined to fight the Federation, a fascist dictatorship ruled by
Supreme Commander Servalan. Wherever possible, the Federation kept its citizens docile
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through drugged water supplies. Personal freedom was non-existent, and the Federation was
not beyond seeing an entire planet destroyed if it tried to rebel. Like any "Primitive Rebel,"
Blake and the others were regarded as "honorable or non-criminal by the population" (Hobsbawm, 16). Again, in the Robin Hood tradition, a continuing theme in the series
is that of betrayal, and it is Avon, thinking he had been betrayed, who kills Blake.
However, after the second season, Blake disappeared and the focus of the show was
on the character of Avon. In fact, Avon is the most important character of the series, and by
far the most popular. This may seem strange at first, for Avon has always been closer, in
personality, to Servalan than to Blake. lie once said to her, "It's a great pity you and I have
always been on opposite sides, Servalan." Avon was Blake's opposite, not just idealistically,
but physically as well. Blake has a mass of curly brown hair, and dresses frequently in
browns and greens, a visual addition to the Robin flood role. Avon, however, alienates
himself from society and the other rebels as well. Fitting Katz's description of the "tough" in
,Seductions of Crime Avon is seen wearing dark colors—especially black—and leather
clothing, with metal adornments. He also wears high boots, "implying the wearer has passed
or expects to pass through some sort of disagreeable much" (81).
Avon was certainly not above blackmail, shooting someone in the back, or even
disposing of a companion if it was required for his own survival. His code of logic and
practical necessity was heightened by the discovery that his girlfriend had betrayed him,
resulting in his original conviction for embezzlement. Ilis ambivalent attitude toward Blake
meant that he hated him while twice being drawn back to him. Towards the end, Avon was
clearly developing a form of paranoia due to the constant strain of living on the edge of death
for so long. If nothing else, he was certainly self-sufficient. "I don't take anything on trust."
Despite everything, he felt no kinship for the crew of the liberator.
"I don't need any of you. I needed you to bring me here,
so I had no choice but to bring you along, but this is as
far as you go. I don't want you with me, I don't want you
following me. Undeystand this, anyone who does follow me,
I'll kill them. ...Sentiment breeds weakness. Let it get
ahold of you and you are dead." ("Tenninal")
If Avon is such an unsavory, unkind man, why are so many people attracted to the
character? Llewellyn Kennedy, a fan of the show, answered my questions:
Q: Blake is constructed in the Robin hood tradition. We want him to fight the Federation,
but we really don't expect him to win. Avon, who appears to be acting out of self-interest, is
antagon-
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islic towards Blake during their time together, but Avon is against the Federation as well.
Why do so many people, especially women, find Avon to be a more appealing character
than Blake?
A: Avon is appealing for a variety of reasons. Firstly, and most obviously, he is physically
attractive. Also, he is an extremely talented and intelligent man. He is also self-confident,
charming (when he has to be), and appreciates the finer points of irony. I lowever, all this
doesn't explain the fascination women have with him; Blake, if one stretches, can match
this description. What really turns the women to mush is Avon's sense of evil, his ability to
be cruel and totally self-centered in a sensual way. He seduces with his darkness, which,
deep down, everyone is fascinated by and attracted to. There is also a certain degree of
jealousy; women wish they could be so in control and self-sufficient Avon doesn't need
anyone, which is another "challenge."
When it came to the character's motivation's, Uewellyn knew exactly where to
begin. There was no doubt in her mind about what Avon wanted
A: Avon wants to be completely, independently wealthy—enormously wealthy—beyond
all comprehension of wealth. Because wealth is the only sure power which doesn't betray,
and he wants the power to be left alone to do what he wants.
Indeed, in the series, Avon, on several occasions, stated that he found the "idea of
being independently wealthy rather appealing." During a meeting with a futuristic version
of the mafia, Avon refused to sell a rather large gem.
"It has great sentimental value for me."
"Oh? A family heirloom?"
"No. I'm just sentimental about money."
("Shadow")
Q: Avon hits women, is insulting and cold, and more than ready to abandon his shipmates
when the opportunity arises. He even attempts to kill Vila, the only person whom he could
call "a friend," when it appears to be the only way to save himself. Yet, we see Avon as the
hero. Why?
A: Avon is a hero because he is strong, he survives, allahe is sexy. Also, Avon comes
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through in a pinch. Although he threatened much, he never carried through, even if it was
circumstances and not his lack of trying, but that's enough for women to hope that, deep
down, he really is good. Also, his charisma is very high and he is naturally the focus, people
look to him for leadership, and leaders are heroes, especially if they win, which Avon did, but
only in small ways. Elements of the tragic hero, here. The desire to "save" Avon is very
strong in women.
Q: What kind of philosophy does "Blake's 7" present to you?
A: Victory is impossible against "the system." All you can do is fight, with small affect.
But at least it keeps life interesting and you aren't participating in the lie of freedom and
happiness which everyone else is dreaming.
Obviously, Ueweilyn' s answers reflect Katz's point of the attractiveness of evil by
describing Avon's air of potential evil as "sensual." The character gains control over his
situation by imposing his subjectivity, his will, over other characters and events. This show
has strong ties to the themes communicated in "The Prisoner:" the call to individualism and
that it is society that is deviant; the rebel is the hero. The Prisoner is a deviant, a
troublemaker, but his community is seen as evil, trying to extinguish his identity so that the
society can survive. All of the "good guys" in "Blake's 7" are criminals—a thief, a smuggler,
an embezzler—but only an outsider can see the truth. Another interesting point is that of the
futile fight against the system. It is an obvious reflection of the attitudes towards deviance
and how the focus is shifting, slowly, from the individual in the lower classes, to the
governing minority. The Village and The Federation are representative of the Orwellian
society which twentieth-century man feels creeping into his own life. The slogans of the two
fictional societies demonstrate the increasing view that our own society is inherently evil, and
that transcending the rides of these societies implies a spiritual superiority.
Questions are a burden for others. Answers
are a prison for oneself.
—Village sign
While there's life, there's threat.
—Servalan
As Katz suggests in seductions of Crime the rebel, the deviant, transcends the
moral boundaries enforced by the particular community. But, as seen in the portrayal of such
deviants in shows such as "Blake's 7" and "The Prisoner" (and more blatantly, films like
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J)irty Harry and Rambo), the society they live in, almost by its very nature, is the true deviant,
is "evil." Western culture has traditionally placed an infinite value on the individual, but
modem society often needs to partially extinguish the individual for the community to
function properly. Avon, Number Six, and the less complex "Dirty Harry-types," become
deviants in order to live up to a "higher standard."
The myth of the hero is slowly changing into the myth of the deviant, or are perhaps
becoming one and the same. Today's myths are communicated visually, and television (and
film) is the simplest way to chart the changing myth and symbol systems of any community.
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Sparrows Congregating
by Matthew McClelland

Sparrows congregating on a high
power line
wait to be disturbed
by themselves.
One sparrow moves
from one line
to another
for no real reason.
The group moves
together
for no real reason.
I stop watching
for a reason.
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Tami
by Bob Grange
Milk white skin,
caressed by ringlets of gold.
Stars that glitter with
careless abandon.
Laughter the sound of Pan's Flute—
Why?
1-lands that mold everything
thy touch—
pleasantly,
Touch me!
Hold me!
Yes!
You, You, You,
Pumping in my chest—my mind,
You,
You have made the journey
to its end.
How?
I did not know.
I could not.
Did you mean
it?
Could you?
Is that all?
No.
It's there—
you have found
it.
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A Morphemal Construction
(Or. "It's Only a Linguistic Riddle")
by Kris Dotto
Unbeautiful, unreal,
Unrhymed, unintelligible and
unreachably unusual
unless
revealed and remade,
remain, refilled,
recreated, refused, recast
into the inward incarceration
anonymously antilogical
and antipathetical.

Untitled
by Tro Konialian
All but one
present, in rejoice—
in one voice,
except the one:
in absence,
in recluse—
by choice.
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Death .1779 and 1758
By Robert James Grange
We are gathered here today
—It wasn't supposed to be like this
topay our respects to the dearly
—you were so young why again; why me
departed.
—oh God I'm sony Juanita'
The sun beat down on the sad sod making the air ckuiee and surge as the box was lowered
into the ground. 17he Indians were dressed in their fcs of death and the rest of us were dressed in black
The Padre laid the small crw4&on the casket as it w.zs beiiig kredUijo the small hole. How
could thai boxfit into such a s,nall hole? How, how, how.
Don't let them cover you zq you are only a child
as in life so too
—It is my fault
in death
Beating us into submission, the sun devoured any place that ixxild he used for cool shelter. It
drove the animals into hiding, and suflbcaied those who were exposed to it. ThL cemetery was scattered
with markers of every kind; those who had died rebuilding the Mission; the ones who had died hum
the pox—those were mostly Indians though; and now: Juanita She was sight; I ran
—how far çio you want to run
she fulfilled God's will
—not again
and created
—selfish bastard
The Mission San Gabriel de Archangel had been moved in the summer about four years ago
to the spot it now rests. The onginal spot was more a marsh than solid gnund, so the Padre had us move
it. This spot is more suitable for a church than the old
—Miguel it reminds me of home, dirty dusty, the soil is no good
-I'm sorry I disappointed
—how far will )vu run
—/thought the horse was in the corral
a holy and
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- You will never know the taste of Mango's,
The Padre made the sign of the cross and threw some dirt on top ofthe box
—how did he fit into such a small
charitable life for her
—1 can't stand it

family and fnends
—know the land
She was a creature of
—ride a horse
Sweat flowed out of my body as if standing in the rain with no clothes on.
God
—to love a woman
and to God she returns

The sound ofshovels invaded the stifling air, as ifW cut afiurow into my heart.
- why must they throw dirt on you
having graced us with her short time on
The sun crept lower and lower over the horizon; the and land answered by cooling, and
breathing. The coyotes in the distance sang their song of hutzger and loneliness. It crept into my soul
as never before. Juanita lit the fire in response to the cooling night. The smell of tortillas and beans
were starting to envelop the entire hut. I could see her move around the small adobe structure, like a
shadow woiks over the ground: smooilil and wthfrKieredL liii the cigarette / lvdfl4st rolle4 and looked
at the disappearing sun. It sank slowly, cautiously, as ifit was trying not to arouse any attention.
I could not help but think about the box, that small box that carried my hope ofthefuture. He
Ind died so suddenly, unepecredIy. I could notjustify the inszice of the matter. It was the second child
we had buried in less than a year. Mexico was becoming a haven fir the dead; not the living. Juanita
looked at me with the eyes of one who has seen to much death, and not enough life.
--Miguel, what do we do now?
—We go on.
Brothers and sisters, the soul of this

—1 think we will go north.
—How for north, why?
—None California; it is time to start over.
—Norte Ca4fornia! Are you mad? Do you know how far that is, just to start over? Vv7iv not
just go to Mdi'ra, or isn't thatfar enough for you to run?
- W7iai do you mean run?
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lovely God-fearing creature is today at eternal
—!mean run, you are going to try to run away from the boy's death.
- That is not true, why say such things?
—Because it is true. You are going to run as far as you can, to
escape this cross ofjxiin that God has placed ujxm us.
rest.

Arrival 1771 birth 1760
'1be valley spread out before us in patches
but the green was not ofgrass,
bu of the foliage that grew low to the gnxuxt The RAre in charged the mission told us that we could
stay with him, until we could build our own house.
—Miguel it reminds me of home; (lilly and dusty, the soil is no good.
—No, the soil is very rich, here we will find a good place to fann.
—It's aboy
—not again what if
—The Padre says he will help us with the hidians.
—To farm what? Corn?
—Yes, but not only corn, but grapes for wine.
—What will Ido?
—You can help with weaving and leather working.
- what will we name him
—I don't care another boy what if
—we will name him Miguel in honor of his jather and late brother
—I won't hear of it what if
—it's settled
—the dead should remain dead it's mv fault.
The mission was a simple chinch, something like the ones in Mexico: day bricks, and straw,
the building lay in lowland. That is not good,
because the lowlands can flood in times of stonus. They do not have to be heavy either, they can be
small ones; the soil cannot hold all the water, and will let it run free. I told the Padre this, but he said
the chinch will be fine where it is'.
Gloria Patri
-I can 't raise another
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et Rho
- why wasn 'lila girl
et Spiritui Sancto
—what[
I bless this child
—shut zq
with the Grace of God
—the child is damned

—Miguel the boy needs some help with the horses
- He's not supposed to be near the horses
—lie's eleven years old, he is almost a man, let him...
—Remember the last..
—Miguelito is different, he knows the horse. I won't listen to you blame yourself for the
accident.
Ijust shook my heal,the woman could be so pig-headed,- it did not matter if! thought the boy
was still a boy; if she thought he was aman he was a man; there is absolutely nothing l can doabout
it I went to the hem to see if the boy was doing ahight with the horse. My heal was lumped into my
thmat for fear of what l night lind. It was always this way; every time l would gotofind the boy,!
become fearful
—it's a very strong child
- why wasn't it a girl
—but a boy can help you with thefainily
- it doesn't mailer, he won't live...
—1 won't have you biking like that...
- It was ,nyfault
/ walked out into the swv-Lre; that was the only good sign, he was born in the morning. The
ning of the sun was a renewing of4fe, it destroyed all the harms ofthe night: it was God rising again;
f that is the case; the hey is going to need all the help he can get. The golden; reddish ofthe landscape
revealed shadows that slithered, and crept along the cool sand.
- We are leaving, if is time
- To where do we go, you are not still thinking about None California are you?
- Yes, we will start over there
- W7rt must we start anywhere? Do we not have a good life here?
—Memories, the memories are what /all the future
—Only in you, does this happen: I accept the memories...
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—No matter, we are going north, I've decided; we will leave in a month.
The boy smiled to me as I entered the barn; he was combing the hair on the mares back; she
looked as if she was enjoying it, she had her head turned toward the boy, and was rubbing up to him.
Maybe the boy had a good chance of growing old
The Mission is Moved 1775
Death 1779
Let us pray for the soul
—Padre the Mission must be moved
- Yes Miguel, we have made plans to move to another location alx)ulfive ,nilesfro,n here'
We will do everything we can to help
Gracids
—Juanita you never deserved
of this most gracious and
—shut up
The location is much better,Jor it is raised above the waterfiow; it is also rich in good soil.
The Indians have been a great help, even though we have lost o lot ofpeople doring the rebuilding4. The
concrete was very hard to pour, and the bricks took a lot longer to thy than in Mexico. The va/ky is
sechvLoilfrom a great deal of bad weather do to the location ofthe mountains. We are settled in an area
with ranges to the north, and south. It is in this place that we havefowid a refigefro,n
reverent soul
—I was only thinking
who gave
—dtheboy,beneededanewphiceogmwup
'se Mexico was becoming a place todie,
not five
her services unselfishly and
—padre must you lake so long its my fault
—Padre, 11w rains are coming; we must get the animals inside the horn. Miguel, take the horse
inside while I get the sheep with the Padre.
The boy looked at me as ifI had given Iwn his manhood,- he bjev' the start, his mother had told
him. But it was not me who surrendered his
childhood; I could not. The Ivy smiled and ran to the horse; the mare iwverftUhed once as lie grabbed
the leather straps that controlled the animal.
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Ashes to ashes
—forgive me for being thoughtless
dust to dust
—I never meant to hurt
It was getting late; the sun had begun to descend slowly behind the horizon, as the shadows on
the grave markers had begun to lengthen.
We commend unto God
—thextinis
The boy moved slightly by my side. He had been so cautious as to not say anything that would
upset me; but the pain was on his face, as it was on most of those attending.
—I will miss you wife
and pray for His blessings for those that still live in this world of hardships and battles.
—I have buried so many
Notes
'The style is attributed to William Faulkner, and the style he used in The Sound and the flvy.
2 N&ssion San Gabriel Two-Hundred Years
Mission San Gabriel Two-Hundred Years
Mission San Gabriel Two-Hundred Yeas
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The Empiricism of David Hume
by Ray Huff
Empiricism is the belief that all ideas come from experience, or taken a step
further, perceptions. David Hume is one of the most famous of the British Empiricists
due to his ideas about there being two different aspects of perception, Impressions and
Ideas. These two aspects of perception are the foundation for flume's entire philosophy.
These two parts of Hume' s philosophy will be summarized and analyzed in the first part
of the paper. The second part will consist of an updating and refutation of fiwne's own
objection to his theory of the relation of Impressions to Ideas.
The explanation to flume's theory of there being two parts to the notion of
perception can be found in the second section of his work, An Enquiry Concerniuf,
Jiutnan I inder.standin& In this section, flume first deals with his explanation of the
division of perceptions into two parts, Ideas and Impressions. Hume states that there are
two classes of perception, distinguished by varying degrees of "force or vivacity," the
first of which he calls Ideas. These are the perceptions which are the less forcible of the
two. The main component of this class is the memory. When one remembers an event or
occurrence, there can be no objection that this memory is not the same as the occurrence
itself. Hume assigns the perception of the experience itself, the title of Impressions.
These "impressions" are compiled by the direct sensory input of an experience. The
rationalization and remembrance of these experiences can never be as "real" as the actual
experience itself.
Hume expands on this basic idea by offering two arguments in order to justify
and further explain this belief. The first of these arguments relies upon the notion that all
Ideas are traceable to an impression. flume argues that if one reflects upon any idea that
they feel is completely original, they will eventually come to the conclusion that it is
actually only an evolution of Ideas which originate from impressions. As an example, I
havenot found one better than the one flume himself puts forth, the Idea of God.
Contained within our Idea of the Judeo-Christian God are the attributes of omniscience,
omnipotence, etenality, and supreme goodness, along with many others. At first, it seems
very apparent that no one could ever have the impression of omniscience or any of the
other godlike qualities; for anyone who would have, would himself be a God, and thus no
longer a man to have these impressions.
However, it is possible to break down these ideas of godlike qualities into
smaller ideas which can be seen to originate in impressions of the perceptive world. For
instance, the idea of eternality can be broken down into two representative ideas, the idea
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of life and the idea of the infinite. The idea of life comes from the impression that we get
from our everyday experiences, if those experiences cease, then so does our life. Hence,
the jof life coming from the Impression of life cannot be refuted. The idea of infinity
can be connected to an impression through attempting to count thegrains of sand on a
beach, or counting the number of stars that you can see at night. Doing either of these
things, as well as others like them, lead to a feeling of futility toward the never ending
amount that is to be counted, and thus to the idea of infinity. This system of breaking
down complex ideas can be applied with iron clad results, for I have been able to find no
objection to this first argument, even though Hume has; and this will be discussed later.
The second argument that Hume offers to illustrate his notion of ideas originating
through impression, is an example of the deficit of certain ideas that occurs through those
with defects in the abilities to obtain impressions, namely perception. Once again,
Hume's own example, that of a blind man will suffice for the analysis. Summarized and
broken down, this "contradictory phenomenon" relies first on the notion that there are
several distinct ideas of color or sound, which, while being different from each other, they
resemble each other at the same time. flume sees this relationship present between
different colors. flume next states that if one accepts his argument so far, then it is
entirely possible to carry this idea over to different shades of the same color. It is that
each shade of color produces an idea distinct from the rest of the ideas gotten from other
shades of the same color. He supports this point by stating that if this were denied, then it
would be, "possible by the continual gradation, to run to a color insensibly into what is
most remote from it."
At this point, it is prudent to note that at the time of Hume's writing of A&
F.nguiry Concerning Humai Understanding, the only research of the behavior of light in
the visible spectrum (color), had been done by Newton who incorrectly thought that light
behaved as particles rather than as waves. It was not until the end of the 18th century that
the now accepted theory of visible light, or colors, behavior had been discovered. As can
be seen, this was not until long after the publication of flume's work, as well as being
shortly after his death.
The importance of the progress in science and the electromagnetic spectrum,
especially visible light, to David Hume and his theory can be seen as thus:
At the time of Hume's writing An Enqtiiry Concerning Human Understanding if
he had wanted to further scrutinize his counter argument, it would not have been possible
due to the incorrect conclusions of science at the time. Whereas, at present day, it is
possible to deny flume's statement that each shade of color produces a distinct and
separate idea from the other shades of the same color. For, contrary to what he stated,
color, "In the images of the objects appear distinct and separate."°
Applied to Flume's test, both the contrast ratio and the spatial resolution would
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be offset by the incredible number of shades that are available to the individual, and would
work against the notion that the individual could discern if there is in fact, any gap at all in
the multitude of shades present in front of him. The contrast ratio would be low due to the
subtle changes in overall color due to the immense gradation of shades of a single color.
The spatial resolution will more than likely not exist due to the same very subtle gradation
in the immense number of shades.
In view of this updated scenario to Hume's second part of his contradictory
argument, it becomes hard to see how flume's answer to this question, that the individual
would, in fact, be able to see that there was a shade of color missing. However, the
argument so far has not consulted the main point that flume attempts to make, and has
only picked at certain subtle incongruities within his objection.
Along with the question of whether or not the individual will be able to discern
that there is a missing color, is the question of whether or not the individual will be able to
formulate a color he has never seen before. This is the question in conclusion to flume's
contrary argument in which he states that the individual being tested will be able, having
never seen the missing shade before, to come up with the idea of the missing shade.
As stated before, if this were true, then there would exist a hole in flume's
theory, which would cast doubt over his entire theory, thus scarring it. This hole however,
does not exist, as can be seen from the contradiction given to every part of flume's
argument leading up to the last topic in his objection. In answer to this last objection, I
propose that the individual that is being tested can uever have an idea of the missing shade
of color that has the same force or vivacity as the idea that he has of the other shades of
color he has experienced.
This last objection is very similar to the second argument that flume offered in
favor of his theory on the relation between ideas and impressions. As previously stated,
the idea of color that can be given to a blind man is twice removed from the experience of
color itself. To explain, it is first removed by not being a direct perception, and removed
again by being the experience of only the idea of color that one would have. The blind
man would now have an idea of an idea which would be twice removed from the
experience itself.
The individual in the test that flume sets up is in a similar situation to that of the
blind man. The individual will not experience the shade of color that he has never seen
unless he is able to do so through trial and error. If given, for example, a palette upon
which to experiment, he will eventually come upon the proper shade out of 428,570 to
choose from, but only after seeing it with his own eyes first. Any mental assimilation that
the individual gets will be of such that he will understand that there needs to be a shade
present, and that it is lighter than the deeper next to it, and deeper than the lighter next to
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it. This seems only to be a relation of ideas and not an idea of a shade of color. In this
sense, it is seen as an idea which is twice removed from the actual experience of the
missing shade.
CONCLUSION
Although it is not in the tradition of Flume's empiricism to rely on science to
prove his theories, and to actually dismiss science from the field of actual knowledge, I
have found it as the only way to illustrate my point without elaborate illustrations for the
reader to experience. And it is also true, Hume does dismiss the occurrence of his
contrary objection as so small and trivial, that it need not be investigated further. It
possibly might be, yet it strikes me that if he allows his theory this one concession, he
opens himself to the possibility of many others, those of which may indeed have had
some bearing on his entire theory. With the foundation secure to Flume's theory of the
relation of ideas and impressions, it becomes easier to accept at least the basics of his
theory, such as I have.
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The Exegess' of a Suburbanite
by Alexander Barton
Jazz; comfortable jazz. Jazz is such a sad endeavor, forged on tears through the
years of black experienct. The piano on Sunday afternoon. The saxophone at 3 AM. on
Wednesday. The stand-up bass during a Bay Area rain.
Somehow, jazz was his. His violent political beliefs could easily fit within a
rousing line of Bird. His defeats of consciousness could reside within the abode of a Miles
Davis trumpet bleat. His shouldered burden, the world, could even move around within
the confines of a cool set from 1967. If the sum of his parts were totaled, they would equal
jazz.
The limits of his being—the ocean. To him, the ocean was just color and few
sharks. Possibly Alcatraz at the age 7 on a field trip. The great blueness near his feet
continued to move to a similar jazz pulse as he walked. Algae and seaweed. Probably
some fish underneath the surface. years of stone, some ground to sand and older than any
human melody, supported his feet as he strolled. Rhythm, bass.
A video tape in his mind played his thinking. His thinking was not his own, like
jazz, but was something from the outside shoved in and played. When he wasn't thinking,
the aqua "12:00' LED display blinked on and off. Who put the tape in everyday? Perhaps
it was the Asian tape rental store at the bottom of his block.
Because jazz was his, he never examined it for what it was. Inside its world he
could stand on his head, run as he never could with legs and sit in perpetual grassy
meadows or smoky nightclubs that flashed neon and never closed.
The moon has a strong effect on the tides. In folklore, it can pull the horseshoes
off a horse.As tides pulsed onto the moonlit shore, the bright disk of the sky pulled him
out of jazz. Suddenly, he couldn't move like a piano, his head would not sway nor could
he snap his fingers. He was now outside jazz looking at it. lie crashed his hands on the
window through which he was peering in vain to regain his world, but each blow of his
nail-bit fingers furthered him form the frame of his comfort. The blue continued and white
spray flashed over stone. His tear-streamed face failed to notice the wave of blue with just
a hint of rhythm rapidly dwarfing him. The cold Bay waters were numbing as he could
feel himself returning through the window. The strain began. Feel it. Listen to the
opening line. Below the surface and he was home.
1. Exegess (x'-uh-jes) v. A word of my own creation defined by the above story. I liked
the sound so I Lewis Carrolled it.
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The Schoolboy And The Cow
by Kris Dotto
Poor Cow:
When she heard how
The Appalachian school-boy
Defined her physiognomy,
She has an apoplectic fit.
(For to be described as having
Four holder- uppers, four hanger-downers,
Two hookers, and a swisher
Is simply not appropriate).

The Sunburn Sonnet
-

-With

by Kris Dotto
apologies to William Shakespeare

My lover's eyes are blinded by the sun;
Lobster's not as red as his skin's red;
If meat be raw, why then, he's cooked well-done,Ii hairs be wires, crisped wires grow from his head.
Greek gods, they say, have bronzed and healthy tans,
And yet my lover's blistered body reeks
Of lotions piled to where the sun and sands
Have cracked and baked him from his toes to cheeks.
And 'though I swear he is a fool, I vow
He won't sunbathc from dawn to noon-time now.
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A Certain Justice
by Kris Dotto

When I went to court to plead my case,
My suit was neatly pressed and my image so refined,
But when I stepped up to the rusted brazen doors
They crashed to the floor, for the hinges had been stolen.
The Seat of Judgement lay under a mound of dust in a laying-out room,
For the Magistrate had been murdered,
And His colleagues were feasting his assassin in the chambers.
The Lawyers were whitewashing ebony sins
Hung round the brows and wrists of their clients,
And the spectators were watching reruns of "Perry Mason".
And my case—
That was filed under "V"—
for "Violation"!
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Antfarm
by Anthony M. Navarrete

In the hands of the one
who calls himself master,
we are the little more than grains of sand
which he runs his fingers through.
Bellowing a condescending laugh
like the boy who catches flies,
only to rip off their wings.
He amuses himself with our pain.
Most of the time we don't care,
conditioned to the splatter-shot cocktail
served to us each day at five, six and seven o'clock.
We not only tolerate it we now demand it.
Gnawing our collective consciousness off
like some rabbit in a trap.
In a hurry home to get numb before thought sets in,
hop in your favorite TV chair before it gets cold.
Switch channels and find a beauty pageant.
Oh, good! It's the one where they kill the losers.
Damn, it's just another political convention.
Thank God drinks are on the house.
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Untitled
by Aaron Hathaway

never allows
Don't stop, follow it
I scream
as they are
wallowed
Well
not wanting
to go find their brothers
downstream, eyes wellup, they huddle
against the ground
the cool bank
the boring goddamned bank
To hell with the lot of you
I push
Them all in
I turn around
so I can't say what happens
maybe one or two survive but
they're such poor swimmers
and those limbs

In the light
I examine them
notice their dark
eyes, drawn
cheeks, such spindly limbs
like so much cheap furniture
if only they weren't dumb
their mouths stretched
open into promising ovals
but delivering
no sound
they
gloss autistically
perceiving the world
a large, fast
and terrifying river
themselves exempt
watching from the river bank
If only
they'd swim—I
force them sometimes, they always
drown, making the siblings
more frightened
further withdrawn
they just dogpaddle
No
I tell them
the water is too fast
they try
to swim back
to the bank
the current

Don't fish them out though
if they die so
be it
I'll have no sickly
children of mine find their
brothers if they'd rather
find the river the river bottom.
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Dante In The Inferno
by Kris Dotto
Stepping down beyond diurnal time
into time omnipresent, hailing the end
Of my beginning, I look out to a vista
That spirals imperfectly (what is held on earth as is
In Hell) to its fetid core,
Breathing a foul breath that sustains all who dwell here.
While flesh may be yet unaware,
The spirit remembers. Did I not once recall all this
Where I once was and will now never be,
In that realm where time diurnal
Turns an endless spill of hours
For birth and death, and the remembrance
Only of the present? But hell is forever with us;
We with the sight angels at best dream
Of that space before time curved to guard
This finite earth; but we still feel that lash
Of fire when Lucifer fell from heaven.
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The Js torkal Accuracy, Audience, and Legen4

of a(edevaIJIero.
by Bndget Brady
"Hear undernead dis laid swan
Laiz Robert earl of Huntingtun
Near arcir ver az hie sa geud
An pipl kauld im robin heud
Sick utlawz as hi an iz men
Vii England nivr si agen.
Obill 24 lad deke,nbris 1247."

"Here underneath this little stoie
Lies Robert earl of Huntington
No archer was as he so good
And people called him Robin Hood
Such outlaws as he and his men
Will England never see again.
He died 24th of December 1247."
(Holt, 42)

Such is the epitaph the seventeenth century classical scholar Thomas Gale alleged to
be ascribed on the tombstone of the legendary Robert earl of Huntington Lord of Locksley,
outlaw, thief. Robin Hood. He is the hero of more than one ballad, book, poem, play, or
movie. He is legendary, the result of an evolution of stones more so than an actual historical
personage. Attempting to discover the man behind the myth is a shot in the dark at best. Proof
of Robin Hood's existence is scarce, varied, and consequently highly arguable. Some
probable information does exist that manages to keep speculation on his factual presence
alive and thriving, but to the best of the historian's knowledge Robin Hood could just as
likely have existed in truth as not. His activities were never recorded by any contemporary
chronicler, and all later accounts are based more so on fiction and fantasy rather than hard
facts. Instead, what is truly interesting about the tales of Robin Hood as we know them, is that
they are no longer told as they once were. Modem versions of the tales of Robin Hood and
his merry men are significantly different from the originals. In our modern tales, he stands for
justice; he is a patron of the poor, and an opponent of the rich. But in the entire Gest one of
the earliest and most complete manuscripts of ballads on Robin only in one story does the
outlaw actually wheel and deal with money in such a way that it might be construed as a
favor for a poor man (Serraillier, 3-6). In the tale, Robin lends money to a knight and
balances his pocketbook by recovering for the loss with money stolen from a passing abbot.
-

-

-
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But this is only one tale among many, and all abbots are not necessarily rich, and most knights
were not exceptionally poor. So where did we get the notion that Robin was an archaic
superhero for the general populace of medieval England? What purpose did the contrivance of
that notion serve? Who was he really, and how did his medieval audience and the universal
need for a people's hero affect who he became?
The Historical Man: All sons of different dates and theories have surrounded the
attempted proofs of Robin's existence. He was first referred to historically by Andrew de
Wyntoun in 1420 in a rhyming chronicle of Scotland under the years 1283-1285. In 1440 the
historian Walter Bower gave him the year 1266. John Major assigned him to 1193-1194
following the crusade of Richard I in his History of Greater Britain in 1521. But none of
these accounts, as far as is known, were based on fact. Following in the leads of these fanciful
historians, scholars like Gale, Martin Parker, and Dr. William Stukeley managed to give
Robin Hood a birthplace (Locksley), a date for his death, and a false pedigree as a displaced
noblemen (Dobson and Taylor, 1-17). It wasn't until 1852 that a serious search for the truth
about Robin Hood's historicity came into play. It was Joseph Hunter of South Yorkshire who
showed that the tales of Robin Hood could have some legitimacy. Using the quote of "Edward
our comely king" and the subsequent description of his journey through Yorkshire,
Lancashire, and then Nottingham from the Gest as a starting place, Hunter showed that only
Edward II had made such a journey in the year 1323. Hunter then found that one Robyn or
Robert Hood appeared in the service of the crown as a porter in 1324. This is factual. But
from there Hunter suddenly begins to wildly speculate on all sorts of connections and
marriages and loyalties to try and prove that the Robert Hood he had found record of was
indeed the real outlaw. his theory, however complicated and well thought out it might be, is
primarily based on circumstantial evidence. However, Hunter's information was generally
widely accepted up until the last few decades, even with his great lack of hard facts (Holt,4546; Keen, 183). Most historians now agree that there is no real proof of Robin Hood's
existence in medieval England. They will only go so far as to agree that one Robert Hode, a
tenant of the archbishopric of York, fled the justices of the king's jurisdiction at York in 1225.
In Wakefield, q village south-west of York, and in the villages to the immediate north and the
west of Wakefield, the surname of Hood suddenly appears in the record books until it is
firmly established by the thirteenth century. In fact, there are three Robert Hoods listed in the
court rolls at Wakefield in the early fourteenth century. In the most complete literary
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appearance of Robin Hood in the poem A Gest of Robin Hood, written approximately 1400,
the bandit's criminal activities seem to be centered in and around an area ten miles or so to
the south-east of Wakefield, in Barnsdale. By 1306 it is known that Barusdale was regarded
as a particularly dangerous area for travelers to pass through, and that is about as concrete as
the information gets (bit, 187; Keen, 185). Historians understand that, like 1-lunter's, these
speculations are just that, only speculation. There are many other traces of a theoretical Robin
Hood, but none of these possibilities exists without serious enough accompanying
discrepancies to render the theory unchallengeable to critical historians. It seems that to know
who the real Robin Hood was is a next to impossible task, and certainly a more lengthy
research topic than can be discussed here.
The Beginning of A Legend: Manuscripts of stories about Robin flood appear as
early as 1450, but historical references to rhymes composed about him appear even earlier. In
a text of William Langled's Piers Plowman, written about 1377, one of the characters has this
to say about his own knowledge of recitation:
"1 kan nogh: perfidy my Paternoster as the preest it syngeth,
But! Awn rymes of Robyn hood and RaMoif Er! of Chestre."
"I do not know my paternoster perfectly as the priest sings it.
But I know rhymes of Robin Hood and Randolph, earl of Chester."
This is the earliest known certain reference to Robin Hood (Holt, 16). From it, it can
be assumed that "rymes" of Robin Hood were already well known in the last quarter of the
14th century. So in the some thirty or more years interval between the origin of the legend
and the first surviving versions of the tales, any diversifications that now exist would have
been established. And diversifications are a certainty since the surviving manuscripts
on Robin Hood emphasize different geographical regions, introduce different characters, and
discuss different yeomanly activities.
The aforementioned text of A Gest of Robyn Hock, also called A Lyttell Geste of
Robyn Hock, is the standard source of ballads on Robin Hood in their most original forms.
The Gest is a long poem of 456 four-line stanzas, which are then divided further into eight
"fyttes" or cantos. Accompanying the Gest as standardearly fictionalized accounts of Robin
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Hood are three other tales from the Percy Folio, a manuscript compiled in the seventeenth
century by Thomas Percy, and specializing in relics of ancient English poetry. One of the
tales from the Percy Folio is in play form and is the only tale to mention a Friar Tuck in
Robin's company (I-loll, 15-17). little John, Much the Miller's son, Will Scarlok (also
Scathelocke or Scarlett), Sir Richard at the Lee, the sheriff of Nottingham, the prioress of
Kirklees, Sir Roger of Doncaster, and Guy of Gisbome are also all characters from the
original tales. Maid Marian however, is not, and will be discussed later.
The Medieval Audience: Who listened to these tales and why? What was the
social context of the audience and why did they hold an interest in the stories? Looking at
the first fytte of the Gest, the reader can see a definite address to a specific crowd:

"Lythe and lisrin, gentihnen,
That be offrebore blode.
/ shale you tel of a gode
yenan.
His name was Robyn Hode."

"Give ear and listen, gentlemen,
Who are of freeborn blood.
I shall tell you of a good
yeoman,
His name was Robin Hood."

A differing address is seen in the second stanza of Robin Hood and the Potter from
the Percy Folio:
"Herhens. god yelnan,
Comley, corteys, and god.
On the best that yever
bare howe,
Hes name was Robeiz Hode."

"Harken, good yeoman,
Comely, courteous, and good,
One of the best that ever
bore a bow,
His name was Robin Hood."

The final verse of Robin Hood and the Monk ends in an invocation:
"Thus ends the ta/kvng of the
nunke
And Robyn Hode i-wvsse;

"Thus ends the telling of the
monk
And Robin Hood, in truth;
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God that is ever a crowned kyng,
Bryng us all to his blisse!"

God who is ever crowned king,
Bring us all to his bliss!"

An invocation is also the case with the end of fytte four of the Gest:
"God, that syt in heven hye
Graunt us well to fare."

"God who sits in heaven high
Grant us well to fare."

Addresses like these make the ballads of the Gest"talkyngs," stories that are told
or said to listeners; listeners, in these cases, addressed as gentlemen or yeomen. The stories
were meant as entertainment, divided into fyttes so that both the listener and the teller could
take a break for refreshment. The ballads were first probably a series of rustic tales
developed in yeoman households as local legends, then developed for use by minstrels in
public performance. It is obvious from these passages that the stories could hold a diverse
social appeal. Good, God-fearing Christian gentlemen and yeomen seem to be the target
audience. But minstrels were out to make money after all, and they probably performed the
Robin flood ballads for the landed gentry, aristocracy, or for the crown, as well as for the
lower classes (Holt, 109).
Modern Myth: Lake Arthur and the knights of the Round Table, Robin has
enjoyed a great distinction by having his already exciting life built up through legend and
tradition. No longer just your standard outlaw, the modem telling of his story is one of
superb heroic and romantic status. But it wasn't necessarily this fascinating in the original
version...
J-lis Ancestry: Robin Hood was never described in the Gest as a knight or a
peasant or a displaced nobleman turned rebel, lie is a yeoman who happens to engage in
criminal activity, nothing more. lie inherits his supposedly noble heritage from both
Stukeley's false pedigree and two plays written by Anthony Munday in 1598 in which
Robin appears as Robert earl of huntington.
Jlis Dwelling; Most modern versions of Robin Hood (including Disney's) seem to
hold the notion that Robin and his merry men resided in Sherwood Forest, but the original
legend comes from Barnsdale and South Yorkshire. These areas are provided with the most
exact locals in the Gest, and the time spans taken to travel distances there are more
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accurately portrayed than for Nottingham or Sherwood. It is indeed the local of the legendary
Barnsdale which is most detailed and realistic. In fytte one of the Gest, Robin gives Little
John some instructions that use very specific place names:

"And walk tip to Sayles,
And so to Wading Street;
And wait for some unknown
guest;
Perchance you may them meet."

"And walke up to the Saylis,
And so to Wazlinge Stret,
And wayte after some un/au/i
gest,
Up chaunce ye may them mete."

These place names can be traced. Watling Street is the old name of the modem road
from London to Wroxeter, and the name was also applied to the Great North Road which ran
from Ferrybridge to Doncaster. Sayles is now Sayles Plantation. From there it was once
possible to have a view of all the traffic crossing Wentbridge and therefore it was a prime
lookout spot for the business of intercepting travelers (Molt 83). This is not to say that outlaw
activity didn't at all occur in Sherwood and Nottingham, it almost certainly did. Barnsdale
and Sherwood do not lie that far apart, and could easily be traversed in a day's time, and the
sheriff the merry men so often flee from is firmly identified as the sheriff of Nottingham. But
Sherwood was not Robin's exclusive home as the legend portrays today. It is easy to see how
Sherwood and Nottingham could have been inserted and emphasized in the legend, however.
Minstrels traveled. It was only appropriate for the minstrel to insert local place names into
the ballad to make the story all the more fascinating and novel for the listener, which thus
explains the conflicting geography of the Gest.
Jlis King: The only king mentioned in the Gest is "Edward our comely king." There
is no factual evidence that associates Robin Hood with Richard the Lionheart or with
Richard's infamous brother King John. The dramatist Munday is again primarily responsible
for the invention of this part of the tradition (Holt, 162).
jJis Woman: Maid Marian was never an original character from the Gest. Her
introduction is a result of the May games of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. At the
games, plays written about Robin Hood were often performed by wandering troupes of
actors. It is at this time that the actions of the famous yeoman came to be emphasized during
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the telling of the story. Dueling, disguises, and a touch of romance were all added or stressed
for an all around better source of visual entertainment. Also, the queen of May and the friar
were both traditional roles in the morris dance of the games, and when the French pastoral
play Robin et Marion was composed about 1238 by Adam de la Halle, and then expanded on
by the Englishman John Gower of the late 1300's, the two traditions began to be confused
(Friar Tuck gained a degree of emphasis through the May games as well). In both plays, the
shepherdess Marion remains loyal to her lover Robin while spurning the advances of a
pursuing knight. Gower also adds a specific participation by the characters in the May game
festival to his plot (bit, 159-160; Keen, 220). The only other females that occur in the
legend are the Virgin Mary (not as a character, but as a deity), and the sheriff's wife in the
tale of the potter. There is no sex and no families in the Gest. But Robin's preoccupation with
and devotion to the Virgin can be seen as a distant echo of courtly love.
His Death: In modem versions of his death, Robin summons the aid of Little John
with three blasts of his horn while he is slowly dying in the prioress' room at Kirklees Abbey.
As Little John, sobbing, supports him with his bulky strength, Robin then shoots a final arrow
out the window to mark the place for his grave site. This is not in the Gest, and can only be
traced back as early as the 18th century.
And the Biggie; The People's Hero, Or, did he really rob from the rich and give to
the poor? The Gest does not mention taxes or other financial difficulties. There are money
transactions, but they are described as tolls or payments that Robin tries to secure from
travelers for either the privilege of being allowed to trespass on his land, or for lying about the
amount of money they are canying on their person. The only financial oppression is the abbot
of St. Mary's towards the knight of the first fytte. The Gest does not seem to be concerned
with medieval government, whether it be on a local or royal level.
The Gest does contain a hint, however, of the intentions Robin held towards certain
types of people:
"But loke ye do no husbonde
har,ne,
That tilleth with his plou,ghe.

"But make sure you do no
husbandman hann
Who tilleth with his plough.

No more ye shall no gode yeman

Nor shall you harm any good yeoman
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That wa/keth by grene-wode shawe:

Who walks by greenwood grove:

Ne no knyght ne no squyer
That wol be a godefelawe.

Nor any knight nor any squire
Who will be a good fellow.

These bisshoppes and these
archebishoppes.
Ye shall them bete and bvnde;
The hye sher,fofNoiyinghann

These bishops and these
archbishops,
You shall them beat and bind;
The high sheriff of Nottingham
You keep him in your mind."

Hym holde ye in your mynde."

As explicit as this passage is, it does not contain a specific intention to help the poor
and hurt the rich. Instead, the line is drawn between knights, squires, yeoman, and
husbandmen as his friends versus the government and the clergy as his enemies. But later
historians and authors (Sir Walter Scott in Ivanhoe for one), took artistic license in describing
Robin Hood as a great social hero of almost epic proportions. Why?
The Gest is not great literature. It is merely a series of ballads that through time
have acquired a surrounding legend chock-full of romance, chivalrous behavior, and exciting
adventures. Robin Hood has come to stand for an archaic superhero because of a human
desire for tall tales and the achievement of the underdog against the system. If anything,
examining the changes in Robin Hood's legend is an exercise in social commentary; it is
certainly not an accurate historical trek. Robin Hood is medieval history's comic book
character. We see him now as a man with an almost supernatural nature. He is a lover, a
renegade, and a symbol of the brotherhood of mankind under adversity.
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Modern Problems
by Cami Greenfield
Pointed tense toes scratch the
wooden warehouse floor
a minor reflects
the crisp orange sun
in a high broken window
Particles of dust
peacefully suspended in the air
are caught like fire flies
during a solar eclipse
as they float by the window
The dancer flies
through the filtered air
capturing
the morning sunlight
before a hot dusty
flame escapes to dissolve
the morning peace
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VEGE'IABLE GARDEN
by Matthew McClelland
While going out to examine the vegetable garden,
I think of when I first met the Vegetable.
I received a job taking care of the Vegetable's garden. The Vegetable was young then—
middle twenties—and it seemed odd to me that a youth did not take care of their own garden.
I figured the Vegetable was too involved with something else to have time to tend to the
garden, but I wasn't sure. So I asked.
"Pardon me for asking, but why don't you work on the garden yourself? Do you have a job
that permits you from such enjoyments?"
"No. I don't have a job, but I am permitted from such enjoyments."
"How's that?" I asked.
"Well it's that..., it's that I'm afraid of... Well..., the vegetables, I don't like to hurt them—it's
bad enough that I must eat them."
I didn't know what the Vegetable meant then so I said "Ahh... yeah,I know what you mean.
Well, I better get out there before it gets dark and I can't see." It was 12 o'clock in the
afternoon. Total darkness was a ways away.
I went out to the garden and began examining the vegetables. Tomatoes, squash, snow peas,
and broccoli. Cauliflower, radishes, potatoes, and lettuce. All vegetables wonderfully well
kept. I began to feel that I was not the only Vegetable gardener.
There was one weed though. One weed that the other gardener must have missed. A big,
thick rope-of-a-weed that had grown out of the ground, up to the air, then, getting, to, heavy,
for, itself and falling back down and growing into the ground. The weed was now a handle. I
grabbed the weed like a handle—attempting to pull it out— and I realized that if I were
strong enough I could handle the whole world with this weed. The weed was strong
enough— I couldn't pull it—but the world didn't move.
Now I take care of the Vegetable. The Vegetable garden all overgrown. I remember the note
the Vegetable left before the shooting. I remember the "I don't want to hurt the vegetables."
"Now." I say to the Vegetable while examining the garden.
"Look at the Vegetables."
I see the reflection of the overgrown garden in the Vegetable's eyes.
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Night-Time Park
by Steve Matthiason

Night-time park,
in which I ease my bulk down sigh onto the dank earth keeping
company with cigarette butts under a tree scarred by adolescents
with more energy than me. Dew-slicked grass rendered gray by
the street-lights rests without picnics between my car and I.
Reclined, body heat battling damp chill, the tree above
exchanging silent knowings with the patient stars, the booze
calm now, to sink down six feet under and rest would be so nice.
The moment past, time to groan up amble across over to car and drive slow
home.

The Ceiling
by Steve Matthiason
9:38 am and dreaming evaporates into an oblique view of a pillow
and a bedroom wall;
A thousand little obligations float into awareness like anvils,
and the pains simply lay with me in bed, neither occupying space
nor providing warmth.
9:38 am and the ceiling stares back mutely.
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Ritual Behavior at Whittier College: Consequences
of the Adoption of the Peyote Ritual
by Phil Hickey
According to Cohn Turnbull, rituals are a "vital transformation of an individual
being into a social being" (Turnbull 1983. p. 83). They are in most cases carefully
structured and traditional aspects of the human experience. Whittier College has a ritual
for the crop of freshmen (and women) who are new to Whittier under the Ash
administration. Having come to the college a year before Ash assumed the mantle of
leadership, I am unfamiliar with the Convocation ceremony. I understand however, that it
involves nice clothes, some chanting, and candle wax. Since I was not a participant in this
ritual, for me it lacks the strength of tradition, and in fact it strikes me as somewhat
ridiculous. It is not an ancient tradition, and seems somewhat contrived. Therefore in the
tradition of satirical free expression, I wish to present a mock-serious ritual of new
students of Whittier, and also the faculty and administration. I propose the adoption of the
peyote ritual, involving the ingestion of the top or "button" of the peyote cactus, a
hallucinogenic drug with effects similar to those of LSD and psilocybin mushrooms.
For this ritual, I intend to borrow heavily from the aboriginal inhabitants of the
American continent. Since Whittier College is located in southern California, in the
Southwestern portion of the United States, it is appropriate to subscribe to a slightly
mutated form of the ancient peyote ritual. This ritual would be in keeping with the
"delight in the life of the mind" embodied in the school's philosophy (Catalog, 1990, p. 8).
The peyote ritual is a religious expression guaranteed under the First Amendment of the
Constitution, and upheld by both federal and state law. It is an ancient and genuine rite of
the American indigenous population, as practiced under the auspices of the Native
American Church of North America (Stewart, 1987, p. 224). It is also illegal outside of
those auspices, but I believe that is a technicality that could be overcome by shifting the
school's affiliation from strictly Quaker to include membership in the Native American
Church or one of the other groups of peyotists. As I understand, the Society of Friends is
fairly broadminded, and in any event, we aren't really tied to them any more. The issue of
possession of peyote, which is in fact a prescribed drug according tothe Comprehensive
Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act of 1970 (Anderson, 1980 p. 205) would therefore
be overcome by the protection of the American Indian Religious Freedom Act of 1978.
This law has been demonstrated by federal precedent to apply to non-Indian members of
the Native American Church of North America (Stewart, 1987, p. 334).
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The peyote ritual has a long history since the advent of the white man, and before
contact with him as well. The earliest historical references to it come from the period of
the Spanish conquest, including a study from 1577 by Fernando Hernandez, where he
included peyote with tobacco, mushrooms, and morning glory seeds in a list of plants used
by the Aztecs (Stewart, 1987, p. 19). There has also been archeological evidence of
mescal beans (another intoxicant, although more dangerous and not used as much as
peyote) and peyote found in sites in Texas eaves. Mescal beans have been found in these
sites since 7500 B.C., but peyote no further back than 810-1070 A.D. (Stewart, 1987, p.
8). In any event, peyote is an ancient ingredient in ritual use.
The most concrete and verifiable knowledge concerning the actual ritual itself
comes after the dissemination of the rite to (North) American Indians in the nineteenth
century. At that time, white men became participants in many of the tribal variants of the
peyote ritual. Among the first to participate in the all-night rituals, and to provide
objective descriptions and photographs was James Mooney, a reporter for the Richmond
Palladium, and a ethnologist for the Smithsonian Institute who observed the Cherokee for
several years (Stewart, 1987, p. 34).
His account of the nature of the peyote ritual is remarkably similar to a peyote
ritual that might occur today. There are generally many Christian overtones to the
ceremony, and in some sects of the peyotists, there are Bible readings (Anderson, 1980, p.
51). In almost all cases there is a defined order to the ritual, although tribal variation is to
be expected. 'The participants are assembled in a teepee, a church, or any building, and are
seated in a circle on the floor. Considering the size of the recent freshmen classes, it
seems likely that either the Shannon Center, activities center, or perhaps an emptied out
CT would perform admirably, or even the amphitheater, weather permitting.
The peyote buttons are either eaten, made into a tea, or both, at some time around
nine o'clock on a Saturday night. After the consumption, there is a period of 2-3 hours
wait for the effects to set in, and the first effects of the peyote are often uncomfortable,
including nausea, dizziness, sweating, palpitation, and even vomiting (Anderson, 1980, p.
70). The participant generally leaves the room if the last effect occurs, but may also bring
a tin can for this eventuality. This is a time for chanting and prayers, usually with the
accompaniment of a drum, rattle, and whistle. After the peyote has taken effect, the
participants in the ritual generally remain quiet, until there is a song to be sung, instead of
focusing on the sacred peyote button or upon the fire that is burning in the center of the
area. However, under the Whittier form of the ritual, there would instead be a discussion
of what factors brought the student to the college, and what they hope to gain in the four
years that they will hopefully stay here. This is a chance to discover what the students
hope to obtain at Whittier, and a realization of the diversity of the student body and
faculty. There is provision for a break at midnight, and after that, more buttons are
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generally consumed. When day breaks, the participants, who have often become lost in
dreams and meditation, are roused, and food is brought in. At this point, the ritual
becomes a feast, and while the food is passed around the circle, the participants engage in
casual conversation (Stewart, 1987, p. 36-39).
The peyote ritual as presented here would be far more than merely tripping at the
expense of the school. It would serve many functions, including some that are on the
agenda of the administration. As a ritual designed to mark the transition from adolescence
to youth, it serves well. The administrators present would serve to guide the youths into
their roles, by sharing wisdom in an intimate and informal situation. It would not be the
same as dispensing knowledge in a class, but rather would be an occasion to show how the
information gained over the next four years will serve in life. It could be a time to express
the concern for the individual and his or her personal growth within the community"
(Catalog, 1990, p. 7). Since while under the effects of peyote, there is some release of
inhibitions, and a feeling of clarity, the professors could offer up life experiences, and
honest advice, rather than feeling a need to maintain a distance. The adoption of the ritual
might thus serve to promote closer student, faculty, and administration relations, because
after undergoing such an intense and lengthy ordeal in unison, it would be more difficult
to regress to a lack of communication.
The peyote ritual comes from another culture, and contains elements labeled as
weird by our culture's standards, and perhaps even heretical or sinful by some elements
within our culture. It's adoption would promote the "tolerance of human difference"
(Catalog, 1990, p. 7). After engaging in bizarre behavior brought on by some of the
hallucinogenic manifestations of peyote, laughing at someone because they dress and
behave in a manner that departs from the norm or says things that are not acceptable,
becomes more difficult to rationalize. Adoption of the peyote ritual, because of its
deviation from our dominant cultural norms might in fact be a factor in acquiring an
"informed appreciation of other traditions" (Catalog, 1990, p. 8).
A final factor that might prove to be attractive to some members of the
administration and faculty are the expectations of the peyotists. Those who undertake the
ritual are expected to give up alcohol, for example. This might very well fit in with the
administration's desire for a dry campus. There is also an emphasis on sexual restraint. In
an era of disease, this is perhaps not bad advice. Another injunction of the peyotists is to
refrain from "angry retorts, falsehoods, vindictiveness, vengeance, and fighting"
(Anderson, 1980, p. 37). These are all values that the school has attempted to stress, and
are all a part of the 'Peyote Road."
The ritual also meets the requirements listed by Turnbull as existing in a ritual of
transformation (Turnbull, 1983, p.84-85). There is the act of separation. In the first
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place, most of the students are separated geographically already, and the ritual is to take
place in an area apart from all other people at the school aside from select faculty and
administration. Campus security could be used to ensure this separation. The period of
disincorporation is undertaken while under the influence of the peyote, a rather dramatic
enhancement. What could be more of a period of limbo than floating inside of the
confines of one's own mind? There is no special house or school that could segregate an
initiate more thoroughly than within himself. Upon re-emergence from this limbo, could
there be any more certain symbol of reincorporation than sharing a meal with new-found
friends? After the experience of the previous night, the reaffirmation of life, accompanied
by discourse with others who have plumbed the depths of the soul together would be a
glorious beginning of the quest for knowledge and wisdom. This is surely a more intense
and deeply moving experience than singing a song that you don't know, and very likely
will never hear again. This is "delight in the life of the mind."
Of course, this ritual would never work at Whittier in the real world. There
would be objections from all manner of pressure groups urging the college to just say no.
In addition, insurance for the ritual would be difficult to obtain, since it is always
conceivable that someone might have an exceptionally adverse reaction to the peyote.
The details that stand in the way of the adoption of the ritual would be nearly
insurmountable. There is also the matter of anyone wanting to adopt the ritual. It would
be too foreign, too bizarre, it would scare the alumni. In any event, we have a strong two
year tradition at this school. No, the peyote ritual would never work. It is however, a
fully defined ritual, with a long background among small scale societies throughout the
United States. I suspect Turnbull would appreciate it.
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Southern Africa: The Struggle to Survive
by Haatsaii Kagurabadza
Africa is struggling. Debt. Drought. War. Famine, illiteracy. Underdevelopment.
AIDS. Unemployment. Corruption. Apartheid. These are just some of Africa's major
problems. Virtually any statistic about Africa paints a picture that is bleak, and a future that is
even bleaker. It almost seems as if there is no hope. In many ways these problems are the
direct result of Africa's history. The effects of imperialism, colonization, and the slave trade
disrupted the natural course of development and advancement in Africa. In any event,
whatever the cause, Africa finds itself as the least developed, least healthy, and poorest
continent on earth.
All of Africa is undergoing change. But no region is changing at a faster rate than
southern Africa. Indeed few regions in the entire world— with the possible exception of
Eastern Europe—have undergone change faster than southern Africa in the past 30 years.
Understanding these changes, particularly for the Western nations, will mean the ability to
better gain from what the region has to offer.
The nations of southern Africa are Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi,
Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. For the purposes of this study,
the nations wider consideration are the so-called "Frontline States": all of the above with the
exception of Angola and Malawi. The terni "Frontline State" is used to refer to their
proximity and relationship with South Africa. Lesotho and Swaziland, though they are both
considered Frontline States, are not discussed because of their size. Their overall economical
and political impact in the region is almost negligible.
In the past 30 years or so, all the nations of southern Africa, except South Africa,
have gained their independence and became black/majority ruled states. With this transition
came the dreams and hopes of previously oppressed people—dreams of brighter futures and
peace. This was the case in all the countries at their liberation. But something has happened.
Somewhere along the path to realizing these dreams, something tragic happened because by
1991 these nations had gone from dreams to almost bust. The dreams are no longer for grand
futures or peace—but for survival. The nations of the region are at the mercy of the problems
that affect the rest of Africa: debt, famine, underdevelopment, and so on. This is the case in
all the southern African countries.
There are many reasons why this is happening in southern Africa. Most of them
have to do with the remaining element of imperialism in Africa, South Africa. South Africa
is a powerful country with an equally powerful army and a dynamic economy. Off-setting its
strengths are the consequences of the apartheid system in South Africa: a policy synonymous
with white supremacy, flagrant disregard for human rights, and the separation of people
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purely on the account of skin color. The consequences are felt throughout the entire region.
The Frontline States, through no desire on their part are economically dependent on South
Africa. When they have tried to cut their ties to South Africa, the South African minority rule
regime has taken dramatic and drastic measures to halt their initiatives. South Africa is also a
reason for the poor conditions of southern Africa in other regards. It is not prudent for any of
these nations to be heavily interactive with South Africa because of the international
sanctions against it.
While South Africa is a source of destabilization, other causes are from the nations
themselves. These nations are young and are made up of new governments and personnel. In
other cases the darker side of human nature puts its mark into things. In more than one
instance, potentially fruitful projects and policies have been derailed by mismanagement and
corruption. Also, misguided political aims and practices severely hamper the effectiveness of
new policies. It is intriguing to discover that the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank may in fact be serving as effective barriers to development. Some assert that the
agendas of these institutions are not actually conductive to Africa's development—especially
southern Africa. These institutions give loans with conditions, and evidently, these
conditions do not allow for development.
Other barriers to development are things beyond the control of these nations.
World-wide economic and political events and local droughts are loiinnent among these
factors. A modem economy is marked by greater participation in international trade, and is
thus much more vulnerable to foreign recessions and other economic shocks. And clearly,
the much publicized droughts of Africa that have left few nations unaffected are beyond the
control of anyone. The effects of the draughts are devastating to any economy, but are much
more severe for the predominantly agricultural-based economies of Africa.
The current and most important challenge for the modern Frontline States is how to
develop given these barriers. The following pages investigate that challenge. First, a brief
description of each of the Frontline States is necessary. Doing this will help put the
discussion that follows into perspective. By initially describing the nation of South Africa,
one can begin to understand the foundations of the problems facing the other nations in the
region. Following that will be a more in-depth discussion of the barriers to development
described above.
South Africa is almost entirely unique in Africa in that its economy is not
overwhelmingly dependent on agriculture. The economy is essentially dualistic—mining and
agriculture are the most important industries.' The modem industrial sector of mining
represents an advanced stage of economic development that is second to none in Africa. But
there is also a large proportion of the population, the Africans, that live in conditions typical
of the rest of Africa and the Third World. They rely on wages from migrant workers and on
subsistence on land that is "overused, badly eroded and poorly managed." This is where the
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effects of apartheid are vivid.
Besides that, the extent to which the economy depends on other industries is
remarkable for Africa. It is interesting to note that the only two with negative growth were
agriculture and manufacturing, sectors that are characteristic of developing nations. On the
other hand, there was significant growth in the finance and banking and transportation
sectors, which are more associated with industrial nations. South Africa is also fortunate
enough to have incredible mineral resources. It is second only to the Soviet Union in terms
of total output of "strategically important resources," namely minerals such as uranium,
vanadium, plutonium, and copper.' These minerals are important in nuclear technology,
which the Western nations need for nuclear reactors and weapons. Diamonds and gold are
also important resources for the economy. Again, South Africa is the number one producer
of diamonds in the world;4 and gold is important to the extent that every $10 drop in the
world price for gold means a loss of $200 million a year for the economy.' Reliance on
gold earnings causes some instability within the economy as it directly affects the Rand (the
South African currency), the balance of payments, and the overall economic picture and
policies.6
The inequities resulting from apartheid have caused the United Nations to impose
sanctions against South Africa The sanctions have not been as effective as they could be
because of "sanction-busting." A number of countries, most notably Japan, Israel, and
China, continue to do business with South Africa despite the sanctions. On a more limited
basis, but nonetheless significant was the United States' and Western Europe's policies to
continue dealing with South Africa. Under the Reagan administration, the United States
insisted on a policy termed "constructive engagement" —which called for the United States
to actively continue to do business with the South Africans while pressuring for change.'
The greatest concerns for the South African regime today are how to continue
growing in the face of growing black dissatisfaction and protest, and how to deal with
international pressure in the form of sanctions. The most significant changes in South Africa
took place in 1990, a year after Fredrick de Clerk took office as President of the country. Dc
Clerk has had to fie the economic reality of the severity to which sanctions are affecting the
country, the mounting expense of policing protests and riots by Africans, and the increasing
possibility of a civil war.' There is no question that an unstoppable momentum towards
eventual majority rule in South Africa has started.
The next country for consideration is Botswana. Botswana has had the misfortune
of sharing borders with two nations that have been quite volatile over the past 20 years,
South Africa and Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe). This has not always been conductive to
internal stability and development. During the Zimbabwean freedom struggle, freedom
fighters would flee into Botswana with Rhodesian forces behind them.' The Rhodesian
forces would follow them, destroy structures and kill innocent civilians.
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Regardless of this history, Botswana is a model for the rest of southern Africa.
Botswana gained its independence in 1966, and was initially led by Serctse Khama.'°
Botswana had to develop surrounded by turmoil such as the Unilateral Declaration of
Independence of Rhodesia and the overwhelming economic, military, and political power of
South Africa. Despite this, Botswana increased its Gross Domestic Product significantly
between 1965 and 1980.11 The government adopted economic policies that sought to
improve on the minimal contributions of agriculture to national income. The exploitation of
mineral resources and some development of industry have been instrumental in the founding
of a stable Botswana. Diamonds are the largest share of GDP (31.7% in 1984) and were
75.8% of export earnings.'2 The government is under contract with the giant Dc Beers
company of South Africa in the mining of diamonds: it gets 70% of profits from diamond
mining." In terms of industry, there area number of meat-processing facilities that export to
South Africa and Europe to the time of processing 200,000 cows per year'4 Botswana faces
some significant barriers to development such as limited water resources (as half of the
country is in near desert conditions), unskilled labor, and a small domestic market. But
despite all these difficulties, the stability and growth of the economy of Botswana is the envy
of many African states.
Botswana is noted for its efficient and "common sense government."5 In the eaiiy
1980's a devastating drought left a "trail of starvation and death" across much of Africa. Due
to the sound planning of the government and food distribution programs, not a single life was
lost that was directly due to the drought.'6 Also of note is Botswana's foreign investment of
the billions coming from the diamond industry)7 The development ofa sound education and
health system is also admired. The government has even gone to the extent of hiring foreign
teachers. In more recent times, since 1989, the stock-market of Botswana has climbed 47
percent.'8 This is due to few controls of foreign investment, which encourage economic
activity, and the booming diamond business. Botswana is on the road to self-sufficiency.
But for now, the extent to which the nation is dependent of South Africa is striking:
80% of its imports come through there. "Most of everything you cat, wear, sleep in, or ride
upon here comes from or through South Africa," notes Alec Cambell, the National Museum
Director of Botswana on his country's dependence on South Africa. '9
Despite all this, one would be mistaken in believing that all is well in Botswana.
Again, as in South Africa, the uneven distribution of the wealth is worth noting. 11ie poorest
half of the population receives about one sixth of the national earnings and the wealthiest
quintile gets two-thirds of it; but it is not purely along racial lines.20
The remainder of the southern African nations represent, to some extent, the rest of
the third world. Mozambique, Namibia, and Zimbabwe are all struggling to survive.
Namibia is the newest state of Africa. It finally wrestled free of South Africa's grip
in April 1990. In terms of economics, the effects of the war and years of South African
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exploitation have caused great chaos. The administration that governed Namibia (South
Africans) made the economy one that was export-based. This continues even after
independence. Over 90 percent of the goods produced in the economy are exported to South
Africa.2' The De Beers company makes about 100-million Rand per year in profits from
diamond mining in Narnibia—all of which returns to South Africa.22 The effects of this
domination and exploitation is that all the profits are repatriated to South Africa and nothing
goes to benefit Namibia in the form of developing the infrastructure or the economy. To
make matters worse, in the years just before independence, as freedom seemed imminent,
over-extraction of minerals took place.23
Upon independence, the new government sought to cut its ties with South Africa,
but was well aware of the reality of having to deal with it in the short run. A high official in
the new government pointed out that "We still have to work with South Africa for some
years, until we can stand on our own feet. . . The Namibian economy is heavily dependent on
.1124
Namibia
South Africa, bun long-term aim is to free [ourselves] from that dependence
finds itself in the ultimate irony, dependence on its former oppressor.
Mozambique gained its independence from Portuguese colonists in 1975 after an
aimed struggle. There was a mass flight of Portuguese personnel and capital from
Mozambique after they had destroyed much of the stock and equipment. The economy of
Mozambique never fully developed, even under the rule of the Portuguese. They failed to
make it the export-oriented economy they wanted.n
The Mozambican economy today is in utter chaos. Agriculture is the spine of the
economy. Between 80 and 90 percent of the total population work in this sector.26
Agriculture contributes 44 percent to the GDP and more than 60 percent to external trade
earnings .27 But current production levels are below 1974 levels because of drought, rural
insecurity, and mismanagement of state and project farms.28 As a result of these problems,
this agriculturally-based economy has to import food to meet the shortcomings of current
levels and emergency aid. The attainment of self-sufficiency is a "very distant prospect. 129
Perhaps the only positive note for Mozambique is that it is not heavily dependent on
South Africa for trade (only 11.7 percent of its trade is with South Africa) because it is not
land-locked.30
Zimbabwe, formerly Rhodesia, gained its independence in 1980 following 20 years
of armed struggle against an oppressive minority-rule government, like Rhodesia, the
economy was impaired due to international sanctions to protest its racist policies. At
independence, the new majority-rule government inherited all the problems associated with
sanctions, the long war, and years of inequities in education and opportunities.
Today, the economy of this country is second only to South Africa in southern
Africa in terms of total output. It is quite modern, broad-based and substantially industrial.
Manufacturing and mining contribute 37 percent of the GDP; Zimbabwe exports copper and
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asbestos, and is one of the world's top producers of chrome.3' But it is agriculture that is the
foundation of the economy. Tobacco, corn, and tea are the top products of the economy.12 It
is this sector that employs much of the population.
Zimbabwe is a land-locked country that has to depend on countries with ports for
importing and exporting: primarily South Africa. Zimbabwe relies on the highway and rail
system that links these two countries. Its largest trading partner is South Africa; 17.1 percent
of its exports go there and 22.1 percent of imports are from there.33
Zimbabwe is actually doing quite well for an African nation with its history and
problems. But the main concern is its dependence on South Africa. South Africa has been
able to use its importance to Zimbabwe (and other nations) as a tool for political advantage.
It is clear these nations have a number of common characteristics. They are all in
the developing stages of their economies, but are facing a number of barriers. Their histories
with colonization clearly show that those who governed did not invest in the economies, but
in methods and equipment that allowed for more effective exploitation of those countries.
The new governments then inherited this legacy and have to essentially start over by building
education and health systems, and this takes time. They have had to redirect their economies
into becoming self-building and self-serving, instead of being export oriented. The old
policies did not promote internal growth because of the tendency of the economies to be
export-oriented.
Another characteristic they share is dependence on South Africa. It is clear from the
descriptions above that South Africa serves as an important economic role in Southern
Africa. On any given day, hundreds of railway wagons, with cargo ranging from ore and
chrome to oil and timber, cross South Africa's borders to or from each of the Frontline
States.34 The dependence on South Africa is a problem because of two important reasons.
First, there is the moral concern of dealing with a racist regime. These young countries have
just managed to free themselves from similar oppression. Secondly, there is economics.
Since south Africa is the target of much criticism and international sanctions, it is unwise to
establish significant economic links because those sanctions will affect all associated
economies as well. This has led to the formation of the Southern African Development
Coordination Conference (SADCC) in 1979. Its headquarters are in Gaborone, Ilotswana.35
The main objective of this body is to cut the economic and transportation dependence on
South Africa.
The dependence on South Africa has to do with the strength of its economy. As
noted in the description of South Africa, the industrial sector is more important to its
economy than for any other state in Africa. The other economies then, depend on the goods
that come from these industries. Further, South African goods are particularly in demand in
the Frontline States because they are made for African conditions —ui terms of specifications,
voltage, and soon.
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The SADCC has a distinctive approach in its aim to reduce the dependency on
South Africa. The scheme allocates particular functions to particular members: for example,
transportation and communications to Mozainbique, food security to Zimbabwe, and other
aspects such as industrial development and research to other members.36 But significant
result from these remain to be seen. The SADCC is building on almost nothing; one
representative to the SADCC said that". . . it is one thing for heads of government to agree
to increase inter-regional trade, but if there are no goods to trade and no investment for the
enterprises that will create the trade, what use is the agreement?"37
The SADCC also is somewhat powerless because it cannot create significant levels
of trade between the member states because of the similarities of the goods they make and
the problems they face. Indeed, in 1986 the SADCC nations bought 30 percent of their
imports from South Africa—and a mere 5 percent from the other SADCC members.38 The
same is true for exports: 7 percent of SADCC exports went to South Africa and just 4
percent remained within the SADCC.39
Since dependence is a two-way street, South Africa has been taking active steps to
ensure that southern Africa will remain dependent on it. The South African government
relies on three techniques to reduce its neighbors to virtual subservience. The first, termed
"transport diplomacy," exploits the fact that several of its neighbors are landlocked and
depend on its ports. A number of procedures are at South Africa's disposal: for example,
well-timed bottlenecks at ports, critical delays in the deliveries of fuel, and exhaustive
customs checks. These are also called non-tariff barriers between two countries in more
normal circumstances. These measures are employed to remind or "discipline" simply and
swiftly any country that fails to cooperate. Zambia, Zimbabwe, and, more recently and
frequently, Botswana have all been on the undesirable ends of these actions. The delays in
fuel deliveries are especially critical. Since all petroleum products have to be imported,
these nations literally slow down until it can be delivered. In December 1982, Zimbabwe
suffered a shortage that nearly brought the country to standstill.41 At one point, there was
only one day's supply of gasoline in the country. And naturally, there are significant
negative consequences on its economy.
The second technique employed by the South African government is called
"coercive diplomacy." This involves the use of surrogate elements for sabotage and
subversion directed at economic targets. The prune examples are the use of the Moviento
Nacional da Resistencia de Mozambique (M.N.R.) troops in Mozambique and Uniao
Nacidad de Independencia Toatal de Angola (UNITA) in Angola. In the Mozambican case,
the M.N.R. troops are used to bomb the Mozambican railway and oil pipe lines that go to
Zimbabwe and Zambia. All but one of the railway lines into Zimbabwe from any country
other than South Africa were systematically sabotaged in the 1980's. This was done to
maintain dependence on South Africa
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As a direct result, Zimbabwe has had to deploy its troops along the rail and pipelines
to guard against sabotage and protect repair crews. This was done at an extraordinary cost, as
guarding something as extensive as a railway line on African terrain is quite a duty. There are
soldiers every few hundred meters. This operation is quite a drain on an economy that is
already struggling. The question remains: how long can they man those railway lines?
The South Africans have also been active in mining the port of Maputo,
Mozambique. At its independence in 1975, the port handled over 6 million tons of cargo, but
because of sabotage at the harbor and the railways, it has been reduced to 250,000 tons of
cargo in 1988.42 But even more serious than these acts are the air raids into Zimbabwe and
Zambia by the South African Air Force. Although these particular targets and objectives were
political—alleged African National Congress offices—and not economic, this shows the
extent to which South Africa goes to impose its will on its neighbors. This is all part of its
"total strategy policy" which involves the use of all forces—economic, political, military, and
diplomatic—in the defense of apartheid and maintaining the economic dependence of the
region."3 The exact target whether, political, economic, or military, depends on the nation's
vulnerability. In the case of Mozambique, it has been the use of the M.N.R. troops already in
rebellion against the current Marxist regime which South Africa trains and aims. i'he troops
have wrought havoc across the nation. They have also destroyed hospitals, vehicles carrying
food and medical supplies, SADCC communication sites and power-lines. As of 1984, 1,863
schools were closed, displacing 313,766 students, because of the activities of these rebcls'
Another important barrier to development is debt. Debt worsens trade deficits and
foreign-exchange shortages, which directly causes a decline in import capacity and the
productive base.45 As debts grow worse they also reduce confidence and discourage
investments. The extent of debt in the Third World is staggering. Indeed, in low-income
Africa (which includes several of the Frontline States), the external debt to GNP ratio
averaged 88 percent in 1987.46 In southern Africa, though the burden of the debt is somewhat
moderate by world standards, it is currently over $1.5 billion, which is just more than half of
their combined GDP's.47
Amongst the Frontline States, the sizes and types of debts are quite diverse. They
range from countries with a relatively small debt service ratio of less than 15 percent, such as
Bot.swana, to those with more serious ones such as Mozambique's, which is more than 50
percent."8 Still others are mainly from commercial sources—such as Zimbabwe's
government, which has managed to evade substantial debt thus far.
Most of the debts that are official are from two of the principal providers of funds to
countries, the International Monetary Fund (I.M.F.) and the World Bank. The I.M.F. first
began operating in 1947. In the early 1960's it began using the "standby arrangement" as
its instrument to assist countries.50 Under this policy, the I.M.F. makes available a given
amount of its resources, which the country may use to support economic programs and
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projects. The programs are generally designed to re-establish growth. Some view these
institutions are actually perpetuating the problems these countries are facing. Their programs
are designed to promote growth rather than development. One cannot erect a strong structure
without a sturdy foundation.
As noted, typical loans are provided with certain conditions—usually that they be
used in a certain way. The problem with this is that these institutions are, rightly, going to
require that their funds be put into projects that are low risk and will bring their money back
relatively quickly. These projects, however, do not develop the country. They keep the
countries dependent on these institutions. Certain projects in telecommunications and
agriculture have always been the chief recipients of funding. Since the 1950's, allocations for
"agriculture and rural development" have grown to as much as 25% of the World Bank's
distribution of its lendings as of the early 1980's. Industrial development has received even
lower amounts. Telecommunication allocations were more than 25% in the 1950's, and have
slowly diminished. This is not to say that these projects are atrocities; these projects are good
and they are needed. But this is not where the need is absolutely critical. Most of these
countries can do without the likes of satellite link stations or fiber-optic systems for now; they
can't suddenly be somehow transplanted into the 21st century.
Some view significant funding of agriculture as good since the populations are
growing so rapidly. There is a limited amount of good agricultural land that can be
developed, and so there will be no significant improvements in output in many countries as
more and more land is developed. The problems arise not from the funding of agriculture,
but the proportion. It should be balanced to some degree with other projects. Further, the
World Bank also demands that a certain amount of the agriculture be sold to the rest of the
world in order to finance the debt, so it is not feeding the country anyway.
The criticism of cash crop production stems from the fact that most of the primary
products of Africa declined in their world prices in the 1980's. In consequence, there was a
drastic deterioration of their economies because of lower revenues created. So, if a country
was already facing difficulties, this made it worse. Therefore, it appears that funding to
develop this sector will not yield the greatest returns possible. If agricultural development is
to take place, it is necessary to engage in "production for consumption," and not make more
than what is necessary to feed the nation.5'
What critically needs funding is the social aspect of African life. Statistics show
that southern Africa does not spend much per child in education, well below the level it
should. An average of 6 percent of household income goes to education, compared to about
10 percent in the developed countries.51 In percentage terms it appears to be quite even, but
one should keep in mind that the incomes differ greatly—thus making the percentage
difference that much more significant. It is only with education that some of these
institutions' projects can be maintained. There are instances all over the Third World where
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ambitious and technically advanced projects are now collecting dust because there is no
personnel to operate or repair them. Education will reduce these situations. Indeed, even
SADCC economists urge "members to pool research and training." The World Bank's own
data clearly shows that funding to "social development" has only recently began receiving
significant amounts of attention.
Industry is another area that needs funding. It is important because it reduces the
effects of droughts, which have plagued much of southern Africa in the past 10 years. The
World Bank has power to mandate certain policies for governments to follow, and industry is
not developing because of some of the bank's conditions regarding policy adopted by the
governments.
The I.M.F. commands governments not to intervene with the private sector. This
then, leads to trans-national corporations and financial institutions that typically ignore local
and regional development needs because they tend to invest in the export of cheap raw
materials or lower levels of industry.53 Since these economies already lack adequate skills
and capital, domestic entrepreneurs are left to invest primarily in trade and real estate; thus
perpetuating the loop-sided resource development. No significant development can take
place under such conditions.
Unfortunately, as the economic prospects of the nations become darker, their need
for assistance from the I.M.F. and the World Bank will grow. Given their current inability to
finance their debt, the mandated conditions for aid and loans will then become more stringent,
and therefore less conducive to long-run development.
The political developments and policies in these nations also serve as effective
barriers to self-sufficiency. Policies that limit international investments, such as Zimbabwe's
ban on the repatriation of foreign investments, end up benefiting no one. Botswana, on the
other hand, has few such laws and is enjoying tremendous growth and development; as stated
previously, a 47 percent growth in the stock market has occurred in the past two years. Other
limiting developments include a peculiar fascination with Marxism. All of the SADCC
nations, with the exception of Botswana, have toyed with Marxist ideas. In light of recent
developments in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, it is curious that they remain confident
in the potential of Marx's doctrines. Under such policies, there are no incentives for any
outsider to invest heavily right now. One has to wonder if it is a coincidence that Botswana,
the exception to a number of these developments, is enjoying so much success.
Given all these barriers to growth and development, what can these nations do'? All
governments take on the responsibility for producing and providing a wide range of goods
and services—such as national defense, internal security, money and a legal system. The
most important is the provision of a legal and institutional system which reduces the risks and
costs of transactions. The other institutions provide a foundation for the rest of the economy
to work smoothly. These institutions require efficient management and great knowledge,
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which do not exist in vast quantities in the Third World. As a result, markets fail to react as
they should or would in the First World. It is important to realize that these economies are
still developing and do not respond to policies in a predictable manner, as they would in the
industrial nations. Therefore, the government has a crucial role to play in steering and
stabilizing the economy.
Governments must provide the services that have always facilitated industrialization
and development. The most important is education. luck of education in many countries,
rather than of physical assets or capital, is the largest encumbrance to development.
Many governments world-wide provide the physical infra- structure of industry:
transportation, communication, and energy, for instance. Although such systems are usually
better operated in the private sector, the most feasible option for nations in the developing
stages is for their governments to provide the services themselves. This is because no one is
willing to invest in the developing stages —until the governments demonstrate a willingness
to provide a foundation for growth. Growth cannot take place before development.
The next area of policy change is the policies of financial institutions. Banks,
especially, play a major role in the accumulation and reinvestment of capital, which shapes a
modern economy. In Africa, however, banks had adapted to the role the colonists had
established—financing and investing in export oriented goods? Following independence,
the challenge was, and is, "reorganizing these institutions to finance more balanced,
integrated development capable of providing productive employment, and raising the living
standards.1155 In southern Africa, many banks have direct links to South African banks.
These links, and the subsequent limits on their interaction, upset the whole finance system of
the region. These banks had fostered the lopsided growth patterns of colonists by
investments in exports: cash crops, cheap manufactured goods, and white infrastructure.
Banks are hesitant to finance new businesses and new types of investments.
What is crucial now is the states exert some national control over their inherited
banking and financial systems. It is important, however, to disclaim that state ownership
alone will not redirect the economies to achieve "self-reliant, balanced, integrated national
economic development."" It must be paired with "careful formulation and implementation
of coordinated financial plans monitored by well-trained personnel.. . working with the
appropriate criteria."
The next suggestion for policy challenge is associated with SADCC. While there is
good reason to fear that the community effort may not be constructive given the conditions of
Africa, SADCC seems to be productive. Their most important realization was the
recognition that establishing free tide amongst themselves would be a waste of time and
resources because they produce goods which are remarkably similar. By reaching
agreements on output levels, they have the ability to get higher prices collectively if they do
not compete.
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SADCC has gone on to divide certain areas to be developed by each member.
What SADCC needs is a stronger voice as far as communicating their suggestions to heads of
states and legislators. Secondly, the SADCC must continue to be realistic in its projects and
goals. They must implement projects that build education, health, and basic and necessary
infrastructure. They must continue to recognize that development comes before growth.
Will the implementation of the suggested policies mean the end of struggle in
southern Africa? Will the liberation of South Africa finally bring stability to the region? The
answer to both questions is, regrettably, "NO." Even a best case scenario will not end the
troubles of the Frontline States.
Southern Africa now finds itself in the stage of colonization called "dependency
domination "57 This stage is characteri7eAl by the nations' struggle to survive despite
liberation. They are struggling to create their own image while still in the shadow of the
oppressor. Namibia, more than any other nation, is in this situation. This phenomenon is
also marked by their dependency on becoming truly international. They are no longer just
dependent on regional powers, such as South Africa, but also international institutions such
as the World Bank and the I.M.F. The struggle to survive also involves trying to break free
from these and the 3 'Ws"—debt, drought, and destabilization. This is a daunting task that
cannot be successfully accomplished in the foreseeable future.
It was not the intent of this project or the author to paint a dark picture of the future
of Africa; or to play the role of a prophet of doom. The objective was to reduce the problems
of Africa to a few manageable ones. But an even worse disservice would be done if the
reader concludes that Africa's problems are simple—if the project somehow made light of
them. It is clear that there are social, political, economic, and military aspects to the
problems. The problems are made worse by the manner in which they are intertwined. This
work addressed only a few of the economic issues. From this alone, one can begin to
understand that Africa is undergoing some exciting changes. But the main aim should be to
develop, not grow. And in the mean time, the struggle continues.
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Baseball:
A source of Upward Mobility and Social Recognition
toward Acculturation
by Michael MacCormick
Baseball is apple pie, cotton candy,
harvest moons and 1-don't-care-if-I-never-get-back.
Baseball is America.'
The last decades of the nineteenth century marked a time of tremendous change in
America; economically, as well as socially. It was a time of cobblestone streets and horse
drawn trolleys. It was a time when the fate of young men was their own doing and hard work
was viewed as the pathway to success.' They were embracing values that celebrated selfreliance, the work ethic, and aggressive individualism, all buttressed by a Social Darwinist
framework that emphasized both the survival of the fittest and American society's march
toward technical advancement.' This was a time when cities were beginning to replace towns
in the East, and towns were replacing the wilderness in the West.
Waves of immigration would soon rocket the population of the United States from
50 million souls to 75 million in one generation. Every ethnic settlement, whether urban or
ghetto or rural farm community, was a colorful and curious blend of Old and New Worlds.
In all immigrant neighborhoods contrary forces were at work; the clannishness of being with
one's own people was offset by the unwillingness to be looked upon as a "greenhorn," a
recent arrival. The Old World heritage endured side by side with an earnest desire to make an
accommodation with "the American way of life."
With the changes in American lifestyles, came baseball and its prominence in the
shaping of the culture of the nation. William Ambrose I lulbert was working to found the
National League, while the rules and dimensions of the sport were being organized by
Alexander Joy Cartwright.5 Baseball in a way, shared America's drive toward greatness. In
Mike McBride's manuscript, he quote's Mark Twain in his discussion that baseball had
become, "the very symbol, the outward and visible struggle of the raging, tearing, booming
nineteenth century."
Baseball had become, and remains still today, an important fixture to America's
culture. The ethnic groups that were settling in the newly formed cities and towns could see
this as a link to assimilation, and used baseball as a stepping stone toward upward mobility
and therefore, becoming more accommodated with the "American way of life". Its
personalities had grown in the public consciousness from ordinary hiunan beings into heroes
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and demigods. Names like John J. McGraw, John "ilonus" Wagner, and "Iron Man" Joe
McGinnity were sending young boys out to the country fields in quest of baseball's honor and
glory." The very presence of these superstars lured the eager city dwellers to the parks where
they might worship and identify with them. "For baseball, like other entertainment industries
of the em, strove to capitalize on the eagerness of ethnic audiences to identify with one of
their own and on the ethnic curiosity of other groups. In Cincinnati and St. Louis, for
example, the managements of the Reds and the Cardinals advertised in German-language
newspapers to entice the larger German-speaking populations of those cities to the ball
park."'
People in the ethnic groups looked up to these men as immigrants, or sons of
immigrants, who had achieved greatness in the new world. This gave them hope that they
might someday leave the often impoverished life of minorities settling in cities and towns
alike. An example of this is Connie Mack, future manager and owner of the Philadelphia
Athletics. Mack was the son of an Irish immigrant named McGillicuddy, who shortened the
family name. To escape a lifetime as a Massachusetts factory worker, Mack chose tp pursue
a career in baseball, and in 1886, at the age of twenty-four, he joined the Washington club to
begin a career that would span sixty-six years.'
In James Michener's study of sports in America, he discusses Herman Fly, the son
of a baker who has come to America from Germany, who frowns upon his son's desire to
play in the street with other boys.
He wanted Herman to learn baking, but the boy had no desire
to rise at two each morning to bake the day's cinnamon buns.
Instead he joined the games the neighborhood boys were playing,
and in a way learned that he was German. It came about when
they chose up sides, for in the custom that then prevailed in the
major-league training camps, every baseball player was either on
the Irish side or the German. Herman was proud to be one of the
Germans, and it seemed natural to him that he should be eternally
opposed to the Irish, but in the late summer of 1913 such rivalry
was forgotten. The Athletics won the American League
championship and headed for the World Series with the National
League champion, New York. Herman was caught up in the
frenzy and surprised his father one night by announcing, 'I'm an
Athletics.'9
This ethnic pride was felt not only by the fans, but by the players as well. Honus,
or Hans, Wagner is considered by many to be the greatest player that ever walked on a
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baseball diamond. In Lawrence Ritter's The Glory of Their Times Hans Lobert talks about
his first meeting with Wagner, and the bond they shared as Germans playing on the
Pittsburgh team together.
Naturally, my idol was Honus Wagner, and I tried to do
everything just like he did. I even tried to walk like him.
Wagner lived in Carnegie, which wasn't far from where we
lived, and lots of times I'd see him out there playing baseball
with the kids after the Pirates' game was over. A wonderful he
was. Wagner asked me where I was from, and when he found
out I lived near him and my name was Johannus, the same as his,
he started calling me Hans Number Two. From then on he
always called me Hans Number Two, for all the fifty years we
knew each other. I've always been proud of that.'°
Lobert, the son of a cabinet maker, would get up at four in the morning and milk cows and
deliver the milk before going to school. This was done to earn much needed money for the
family. Loberl' s success in baseball is highlighted by the fact that except for Connie Mack,
he was involved with professional baseball longer than anyone else in the history of the
game."
Players like Wagner, Lobert, and Mack were respected, not only because they were
great baseball people, but because they were members of the newly arrived ethnic groups,
who needed more than anything, a sense of belonging. The ballplayers did belong, and were
able to successfully rise above the factories and farms, to achieve relative wealth and fame.
Soon after the Germans and Irish established themselves as competitive baseball stars, other
ethnic groups, (i.e. Italians, French, Slays), began to use baseball as way to Americanize
themselves.
Names like I aii'ii, Lajoie, and Coveleski began to appear on team rosters. Larry
"Napoleon" Lajoic, of French decent, began his career with Philadelphia of the National
League. In 1896, a young infielder, reported to be "rattlin good," began establishing himself
almost immediately. After a few games, Sporting News said he was living up to his
reputation as a hitter and "should prove a regular terror."2 He became one of the
outstanding hitters of baseball and one of its most graceful second baseman. His popularity
reached such heights that when he later managed the Cleveland club in the American League,
they renamed themselves the Naps, after their famous leader.
Stanislaus Kowalewski was born in 1890. Thirty years later, as Stanley Coveleski,
he became one of the few pitchers in the history of baseball to pitch three winning games in a
single World Series. His older brother, Harry gained fame with the Philadelphia Phillies.
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Stanley pitched for thirteen years (1916-1928), winning 214 games, mostly for Cleveland.
Stanley rose to fame from the mines of Pennsylvania, where a great many Slays spent their
entire lives.
See, I never played much baseball when I was kid. Flow Could
I? When I was twelve years I went to work in the coal mines.
When I was twelve years old I was working in the mines from
seven in the morning to seven at night, six days a week. Which
means a 72-hour week, if you care to figure it up. For those 72
hours I got $3.75. About 5 cents an hour. There was nothing
strange in those days about a twelve-year-old Polish kid in the
mines for 72 hours a week at a nickel an hour. What was strange
was that I got out of there. like I said, I never played much
baseball in those days. I couldn't. Never saw the sunlight. Most
of the year I went to work in the dark and came home in the
dark. I would have been a natural at night baseball. Never knew
the sun came up any day but Sunday. But every evening after I
got home I'd throw stones at tin cans. I don't know why. Just
for something to do, I guess. heck, we didn't have any
television then, or radio, or automobiles, or even a telephone or
electric lights. Had to do something. So I threw stones. I'd put
a tin can on a log, or tie it to a tree, and stand maybe 40 or 50
feet away and throw stones at it. Did that every night till it was
time togotobed. I did that for so many years l could hit one of
those things blindfolded. Well, the semipro team in town heard
about me being so good throwing stones at tin cans and they
asked me if I'd like to pitch for them. That was in 1908, when I
was eighteen. Then, before I knew what hit me, I was signed to a
contract with Lancaster, and I was out of those damn mines for
good.13
Coveleski was elected to Baseball's Hall of Fame in 1969.
In The Book of Sports lists, there appears list of the All-Time baseball team, as it
was supposedly prepared by the fictitious Don Vito Corleone.
First base - Joe Pepitone
Second Base - Tony L.m'zeii
Third Base - Joe Tore
Shortstop - Phil Rizzuto
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Outfield - Joe DiMaggio
Outfield - Carl Furillo
Outfield - Rocky Colavito
Catcher - Yogi Berra
Pitcher - Sal Magli&4
This list contains four members of baseball's Hall of Fame, as well as three future managers.
Joe DiMaggio, with his brothers Vince and Dominic, grew up in the Italian fish markets of
San Francisco. "Joltm' Jo" rose out of this somewhat humble lifestyle, to become
internationally known, chiefly because of his success on the baseball field. There have been
songs written about him, including some that mention his name as a symbol of courage and
Nationalism. For instance, Simon and Garfunkel' s popular song, "Mrs. Robinson"; "Where
have you gone Joe DiMaggio? 'Joltin' Joe' has gone to tight the war."
Carl Furillo was a member of the Brooklyn Dodgers in the late forties and early
lifties, and was a celebrated member of the famed Boys of Summer. In an interview that
appears in Roger Kahn's The Boys of Summer. Furillo discusses what his options were
growing Lip a poor Italian kid.
Ile could always play ball, he said. He could throw, and his
brother Nick encouraged him to play, and, hell, he said, when he
got through with grade school what were the jobs? Picking in an
apple orchard for $5 a week. Helping in a woolen mill for $15.
But the family kept him close, and it wasn't till he was eighteen
and his mother died that he could go off to be a prolsiom.'5
These ball players were used as a bonding tool, in order to develop a sense of ethnic pride as
well as an identifiable mark on American society.
'l'he Great White Father now calls you his brothers, not his children. It gives me
great pleasure as President of the United States to bring this greeting to you and your
people."" As the American Indian disappeared from the plains, he began to reappear on the
athletic fields of the Country. Players like Charles "Chief' Bender were headlining the
baseball highlights. After Bender's victory over the Giants in the 1905 World Series, The
New York Times headline read, "Mathewson must take revenge for the Chippewa's Deed." "
Jim Thorpe, a Sac and Fox from Oklahoma and probably the greatest all-around athlete who
ever lived, also played outfield for the New York Giants and the Cincinnati Reds from 1913
through 1919. John "Chief' Meyers was from the Cahuilla Valley, as part of a tribe that
makes up the Mission Indians of Southern California. lie eventually caught for Christy
Mathewson and batted .358 in 1912. 11
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John McGraw, long time manager of the New York Giants, conducted a tireless
search for a good Jewish ballplayer. McGraw reasoned that a Jewish star would lure New
York's large Jewish population to the Polo Grounds.'9 For a time, it appeared McGraw had
found a star in Andy Cohen. Cohen was born to Jewish immigrant parents and was given a
Jewish education. When he made the Giants in 1924, he was welcomed by New York's
Jewish community. Cohen accounted for four runs on opening day when the Giants beat the
Braves 5-2. At the end of the game, Jewish fans ran on to the field and paraded Cohen on
their shoulders. James Harrison of the New York Times wrote, "it was, by far, the greatest
demonstration to an individual player that we have ever seen..." 20
Cohen's career did not last long, ending after the 1930 season. However, this is a
fine example of how quickly the ethnic communities latched on to their heroes. Cohen was a
middle-class Jewish kid from the Bronx. But, for a brief time, he was a hero to Jews and
Giants fans alike. It was after Cohen's moment in the limelight, that Hank Greenberg made
his way into the hearts of Jewish coinmwuties across the nation.
I remember my Uncle Julius talking about Hank
Greenberg, not just as a baseball player, not just as a prominent
or highly visible Jew, but as a symbol, a beacon. And more:
Greenberg , one of the all-time great homerun-hitters, carried
with him the burden of the historical Jews, facing great odds
against injustice and hatred, and withstanding it all not only to
survive, but to prevail. To a small boy, the name alone - Hank
Greenberg - was magical, larger than life, like that of some
storybook character... But big-league baseball, generally, and
his views of Jews who played the game were, for Uncle Julius,
and for many like him, a test of acculturation. It resembled how
the Italians rooted for "Poosh-'em Up" I a77eri and Joe
DiMaggio of the New York Yankees, or the Polish rooted for Al
Simmons of the Philadelphia A's, and, some years later, the way
the blacks cheered in the stands and in their hearts for Jackie
Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers.2'
Greenberg's performance on the diamond gave Jewish population something of
which to be proud. Greenberg played during a period when there was a tremendous need for
heroes. It was the Great Depression when people were forced to sell apples on street corners.
Some Jews, like the Irish, and other ethnic groups used sports to rise from the ghetto. No Jew
had really succeeded at baseball, unless one were to consider Moe Berg of an earlier time.
At a time when Jews, in order to assimilate, were shortening their names, Hank Greenberg
stood proud on the ball field. Greenberg didn't change his name, and though he didn't flaunt
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his Jewishness, he didn't hide it either. In this regard, one of the most significant things he
ever did was something he didn't do: In 1934, during the heat of the pennant drive in the
American League, Greenberg didn't play on Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the year for
Jews.22 Because of Greenberg, the Jewish population became a major force in the area of
sports; contributing such baseball stars as Sandy Koufax and Rod Carew.
Shortly after Greenberg retired in 1947, A black man named Jackie Roosevelt
Robinson was making news as the first Negro to play in the Major Leagues since blacks had
been banned at the beginning of the century. Robinson was signed by Branch Rickey and the
Brooklyn Dodgers. When Robinson was signed, the blacks in the Negro Leagues were
rooting him on, " Come on Jack. Come on, big black man. Show those white guys. After
you, comes us."23 Before Robinson signed, he was only allowed to play in the Negro
Leagues. Naturally, to become a Major Leaguer, meant a sense of social acceptance. Being
able to play Major League ball would be a stepping stone out of the slums, and into
America's culture. To some blacks, the Negro Leagues alone made a difference. They
looked at baseball, including the Negro Leagues, as a way to move up on the social ladder.
I'm not bitter," says Ted Page. " I think I'm very lucky to be
able to say that I played with all the great ball players, with and
against them." If the color line limited the fame and fortune of
these men, they nonetheless earned far more than they would
have in other walks of life; in an age of limited mobility, their
travels made them truly unique. "A Negro ball player, playing
Negro ball in the United States might not have lived like a king,
but he didn't live bad either, writes Roy Capanella. We had
players ... who came from slum neighborhoods ... Playing ball
was a way to beat that, to move on to something better."
Campanella's fellow catcher, Quincy Trouppe, claims, "Baseball
opened doors for me which would have been barred ....It
revealed new vistas that were more educational than a doctor's
degree ... because of this great national game, I have lived a life
comparable to the wealthiest man in the United States.1124
Since baseball had accepted them, America was accepting them. The blacks had
finally gotten the chance to prove something to society, without the use of demonstration or
violence. Baseball breaking its color barrier allowed baseball to regain its role of being a link
to American acculturation.
There are still ethnic groups just beginning to develop themselves into principle
factors in filling big league rosters. The most significant ethnic group is of course the Latin
minority. Latin ballplayers and their dramatic impact on the American national pastime did
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not begin with the 1980's, of course. For at least four decades now, the Spanish-speaking
ballplayer has been making his influence felt in ever increasing numbers. From the brilliant
fielding shortstops in the 1950s and '60s (Chico Carrasquel, Luis Aparicio, Leo Cardenas,
Jose Valdivielso, Zoiolo Versalles), to the strong armed hurlers (Juan Marichal, Mike Cuellar,
Luis Tiant) and adept batsmen (Roberto Clemente, Orlando Cepeda, Minnie Minoso, Rico
Carty) of the 1960s, on to the current crop of Hispanic superstars (Jose Canseco, Fernando
Valenzuela, George Bell), the Latin American impact on the majors has been inescapable in
recent decades.
This impact not only strengthens the quality of player playing in the majors, but it
gives the players coming from underdeveloped Latin countries a source of higher income, as
well as a feeling of belonging. Trends like "Fernandomania" and the fact that the highest
paid man in baseball comes from a Spanish-speaking country, shows how baseball is
continuing to serve as a tool for assimilation and acculturation.
Since just before the turn of the century, baseball has served as a link toward the
nation's soul; its beliefs, what it stands by. In Hank Greenberg's autobiography, Ira Berkow
has written an introduction that describes an earlier time in baseball history; during the 30's,
when the nation needed something like baseball. Mr. Berkow's Uncle Julius, a Jew, had
come to America expecting to find tremendous wealth. Instead, he received the Great
Depression. One thing saved Julius' outlook: baseball.
It was a great country and a miserable country at the same
time. There was hope and disappointment. The streets weren't
paved with gold, like the Europeans who dreamed of coming to
America had believed, and the ghettos, they'd soon find out,
were overcrowded, dank, ridden with disease, and often filled
with despair. But still, with one's sweat and brains and
imagination, a little gold - and sometimes a lot of gold - could
be earned.
Baseball reflected all this. You struck out, but there was
always another at bat. You made an error in the field, but on the
next ball you might make a div.zling catch to save the game. In
America, anything was possible. In baseball, anything was
possible, Baseball was a wholly American game. Baseball was
(it still is) America.2
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The Culture of Morality:
A comparison of Salt Lake City, UT with Tacoma, WA to determine the
influence of Mormonism upon social structure.
by Jeffrey A. Henderson
The Mormon church was founded in 1830 by Joseph Smith. This new church
quickly developed unique patterns of family structure and doctrine. (Thornton, 1979) The
Mormon family generally consists of a husband and wife with several children. Mormons
have also engaged in polygamy at different points in history, but that practice has been
abandoned for the most part due to extreme social pressure. (Stanley S. Ivins in liii! and
Allen, 1972) Mormon theology teaches that while on earth, followers are to marry and create
families, consisting of husband, wife and children; families which, once formed, will exist for
eternity. In addition, the Mormon concept of heaven exists as multiple levels, the highest of
which cannot be attained without marriage and a family. (Thornton, 1979.)
Thornton believes that the relationship between religion and fertility can best be
summed up as an interaction between religion and social organization. The values inherent in
religion will interact with the structure or means of the existing social organization to produce
childbearing levels. For example, the degree of influence a religion has on fertility could
depend on whether or not the followers of that religion were a minority in the population. If
the group is a minority, it may feel threatened by the majority (social organization factor).
Combining that with a pronatalist ideology, (religious factor) creates high fertility. (Thornton,
1979) Benton Johnson, a religious historian, has defined the church as "... a religious group
that accepts the social environment in which it exists," and a sect as "... a religious group that
rejects the social environment in which it exists." Baer believes that the Mormon church
began as a "sect," but has indeed become a "church." (Baer, 1988) While Mormons are
quick to point out many of the social and moral problems present in the larger American
society, they, more than most others, have adapted themselves well to to the economic,
political and societal forces surrounding them. (Baer, 1988)
In the late 1970's, Thornton conducted a study to prove that there was something
about Mormon theology that has a direct impact on childbearing. (ihoniton, 1979) Because
Mormons share so many ideals with the common American middle class, Thornton
determined that he would have to isolate Mormonism from all other variables in order to
detennine whether the fertility effects were caused by theology, or were simply a result of
social structure. Among the independent variables used in this study were age at marriage,
duration of marriage, education of both husband and wife and region of residence. As
predicted, after controlling for these variables, Mormon fertility remained high compared to
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that exhibited by non-Mormons. (thornton, 1979) Results of this study opposed the
hypothesis that high Mormon fertility is due to important social factors that affect fertility,
and proved that Mormon theology has a strong control over fertility rates in areas with large
Mormon populations.
If large Mormon populations, therefore, have an effect on fertility rates, what other
characteristics can we speculate the Mormon community will possess'? It will naturally have
a high crude birth rate and general fertility rate. It should also have a disproportionate
woman-child ratio, due to the large number of children conceived by each woman The
median age of the population should be fairly young, as should be the age at marriage, both
reflecting the importance of creating new family units to Mormon theology. The resources of
the community should be directed more toward childbirth than toward the prolongation of
life. I would also expect the number of single parent households in a Mormon community to
be small. I will now examine statistics for both Salt hake City and Tacoma, my intent being
to illustrate the difference between the characteristics of a Mormon community and a nonMormon community of the same approximate size.
I have divided the available data on Salt hake City and Tacoma into two categories.
These are: 1) Socioeconomic factors that indirectly influence fertility and 2) demographic
factors that directly influence fertility. (All of the following data come from the U.S.B.C.
County and City Data Book, 1988.)
Table I: Physical Data
1985 hand Area
1986 Total Population

Salt hake
100.5 mi2
158,440

Tacoma IS LC ->TAC)
47.8 mil + 52.7 mi2
158,950 -510

The purpose of the data presented in Table I is basically to illustrate that Salt Lake
and Tacoma are similar using an external geographic perspective.
Table II: Ethnic Composition Data, 1980
TAG)
White
Black
Indian/Aleut
Asian
I.atino

Salt I ake

Tacoma (SLC ->

89.76%
1.55%
1.30%
2.04%
7.55%

84.21% +5.55%
9.15% -7.6%
1.83% -0.53%
2.99% -0.95%
2.44%+5.11%

Different ethnic groups have different fertility rates. Many factors that influence life
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course differences between races play a part in fertility decisions. The most significant data
presented in Table II are the large differences created between Tacoma and Salt Lake
regarding black and latino populations. Salt Lake's location plays an important role in its
possession of a larger latino population. But why does Tacoma have so much a larger
proportion of blacks? It could be a function of the church's presence in Salt Lake creating an
uncomfortable environment for the much more liberal, expressive culture of the black
religious experience, a form of institutional racism.
Table III: Household Data
fSLC -> TAO
1980 No. of Households
1980 Persons per HR
1980 Female Headed FIR
1985 Per Capita Income
1979 Families Below Pov. Level

Salt Lake

Taconi.

J)iff.

67,576
2.35
9.0%
$10248
10.5%

63,405
2.44
11.6%
$9,365
10.6%

+4,171
-0.09
-2.6%
+883
-0.1%

A "household" can be considered as an economic measurement of American social
organization. This data could be used as a measurement of the distribution of available
resources throughout the system of social organization. Most important in Table Ill are the
differences in numbers of households and female-headed households in Salt Lake and
Tacoma. Salt Lake has a smaller population, yet more households. Tacoma has an unusually
higher proportion of single-parent families than does Salt Lake. Both these phenomena may
be considered results of the "culture of morality" created in Salt lake by Mormonism's
emphasis upon the family unit. (Salt Lake holds the "household" in very high esteem.)
Table IV: Other Supporting Data
1985 Crime Rate'
1980 Education 12+ Years
1980 Education 16-1- Years
1986 Unemployment Rate
1984-85 General Revenue
1984-85 General Expenses
1984-85 Exp. on Public Welfare
1984-85 Exp. on Public Health

altL'ike
11,593
76.7%
25.5%
6.0%
$145.5 million
$161.5 million
n/a
n/a

Tacoma JAL
12,994
71.1%
13.6%
9.0%
$131.1 mu.
$124.5 inil.
0.3%
5.6%

SLC -> i'AC)
-1,401
+5.6%
+11.9%
-3%
+$14.4 mil.
+37 mu.
n/a
n/a

Other supporting data presented in Table IV illustrate further differences between
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Salt Lake and Tacoma in the areas of crime, unemployment, education and city budgeting.
The difference in crime rates may again be a function of the "culture of morality," due to the
existence of a much more structured society where a prime goal is to ensure that the needs of
all members are being met. The education differentials, especially college completion, are
alarming. Part of this may be due to the establishment of personal goals and absolute
dedication to reaching them that the Mormon community seems to be so good at. It is also
interesting to note that Salt Lake does not make their city budgeting procedures available.
In this section, I have presented many instances in which the church has affected
ways of life other than fertility. It is clear, as shown by these data, to see that the morality and
dedication the Mormon church has been successful in generating within its members has had
an influence on the external appearance of the Salt Lake community. I will now focus strictly
on fertility statistics themselves to see if indeed Salt Lake is a more fertile community than
Tacoma due to Mormon influences.
In this section, 1 will present all available data regarding fertility rates in both cities.
I will then make assumptions and deductions that will generate the secondary fertility
statistics that are vital to compare these cities from a more fertile perspective. (Again, all data
presented comes from the U.C.B.C. County and City Data Book. 1988.)

Table V-A: Fertility Factor Statistics 1, 1984
Salt Lake
3,795
Number of Births
10%
Births to Mothers under 20
23.0
Birth Rate
43
Number of Infant Deaths
11.3
Infant Mortality Rate
1,685
Number of Deaths
10.2
Death Rate

Tacoma
3,053
14.3%
19.1
38
12.4
1,799
11.3

Table V-B: Fertility Factor Statistics II
,Salt lake Co
98.2
l988 Males per, lOOFemales
36.7%
1988 Population age 15-34

Pierce Co.
102.7
37.1%

J)iff. (SW -> TAC)
+742
-4.3%
+3.9
+5
-1.1
-114
-1.1

J)iff. (SI C -> TAC)
4.5
-0.4%

At this point, I must specify which secondary fertility statistics I will use in my
comparison. In many readings and studies, it has been proven that age-specific fertility rates
are often best for comparison purposes because they allow for the division of child-bearing
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responsibility across the age spectrum. Also ASFR's are used as the basis for many other
secondary fertility statistics. Unfortunately, with the data that I have been able to find, the
calculation of these statistics would be very unreliable. First, I would have to use the data in
Table V-B which are based on county rather than city conditions, causing some discrepancy.
Second, I would need to use the presented males per 100 females data across each cohort
allowing for even more discrepancy. Third, I would have to take the proportion of predicted
women within each age cohort and withdraw their percentage of child birth from the crude
birth rate, causing yet a third discrepancy. Rather than engaging in a long, belaboring
process to obtain three-level unreliable information, I will use general fertility rates to
compare the two populations.
In order to generate general fertility rates for the two cities, it is necessary to know
the number of births in a year (given in Table V-A) and the population of child-bearing
women. Assuming that the majority of women bearing children do so between the ages of
15-34, we can deduce the population of child bearing women as shown in Table VI.
Table VI: Deducing the Population of Child-Bearing Women.
Salt I ake
Tacoma.
102.7
A.Males per 100 Females
98.2
51.3%
B.% of Population Male(A/2)
49.1%
48.7%
50.9%
C.% of Population Female (100%-B)
36.7%
37.1%
D.% Population age 15-34
158,440
158,950
E.Total Population
58,147
58,950
F.Total Population age 15-34 (D*E)
29,597
28,718
G.Total No. of Women age 1534(C*F)
Given these figures for child bearing women, we can calculate the general fertility
rates as follows:
# of Births

GFR= 100*
Popul*ion of Cild Bewing Women

Tacoma

Salt I .ake
3,795/29,597* 100=128.2

3,053 / 28,718 * 100 = 106.3
J)iff. (SIC -> TAC)
+21.9

Now I feel there are some concrete differences to point out between Salt [Ac and
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Tacoma. The general fertility rate tells how many women choose to have children, based on
the number of women capable of having them. In Salt Lake, 12.8% of all capable women
gave birth to a child. In'l'acoma, only 10.6% did. Additionally, in a population with 510
fewer people, Salt Lake generated 742 more babies. The difference in percentages of eligible
women choosing to have babies can be linked to the church's teaching that the role of women
is to bear children and add to the family unit. Additionally, the higher proportion of women
than men present in the Salt Lake community may be due to the Mormon practice of sending
young men on missions, upon completion of which they return to the community and take a
wife. At any time when the population is counted, a large proportion of men aged 19-25 will
be missing. Obviously, the "culture of morality" may again be credited for causing the low
percentage of births to mothers under twenty. This would be seen as a horrendous sin by
Mormon eyes. The lower number of deaths in the Mormon community proves insignificant
when factored with population size, as the differential between death rates points out.
... do the
In concluding my statistical comparison, I wish to focus on the question"
Salt Lake statistics show the effects of the church on the existing social structure?" The
answer to this question is relatively simple. The Salt Lake community possesses the high
crude birth rates, high general fertility rate and other statistical characteristics I predicted
before beginning the study. But I also feel that this question has a deeper meaning. Although
in this country we have legal conditions that mandate the separation of church and state, if a
religion were as concentrated in one area and as homogeneous and assimilated into American
mainstream culture as Mormonism is, it would be possible for the values of the dominant
group to overstep the boundaries of the political entity; causing the political entity to
religious
express values distinctly associated with the religious group. I believe this has occurred in
Salt Lake. It is evidenced in the objective political statistics presented about the area, and it
will also be pointed out in the prenatal policy I will shortly discuss. Not everyone in Salt
Lake is a Mormon, but all living there must function under the "culture of morality"
presented by the church.
This study warrants a discussion on its relevance to both population theory and
history. I feel that the Mormon community functions on its own, self-created population
theory that exists as a function of the church's theology. A Mormon population theorist
would say that their population theories come from God, for He is the one that has
commanded them to form large families that will enter heaven as a unit. Therefore, the
closest thing available to a discussion on Mormon population theory would be a discussion
on Mormon theology, as presented in the first section of this paper. Thus, we are forced to
compare this population theory to that of Malthus. Both share a similar strand based upon
morality leading to abstinence as a method of population control.
As far as history is concerned, religion is not as much a dependable, unwavering
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bastion of social organization as many fundamentalist preachers would have us to believe.
Religions divide, are born, modify and die from year to year, especially in the modern era.
However, I feel that religion and theology are two separate entities, and that theology is
dependable and unchanging over time. Since the Mormon fertility phenomenon is linked
directly to Mormon theology, it cannot have changed much over time. If anything, the
negative differentials presented between Salt Lake and Tacoma have to do with the
demoralization of the 'gentile' population that has been taking place in the modem era. The
purpose of this study is to prove that these conditions exist now. Because of the nature of
these conditions, I am assuming that history will prove these conditions to have existed for
quite a while.
The values of the Salt Lake community, which I have stated are a function of the
teachings of the church, should be reflected in public policies dealing with birth. In this final
section, I shall discuss briefly the nature of Tacoma's health services, followed by a
discussion on Salt Lake's recent "Baby Your Baby" program.
My knowledge of Tacoma's provision of health services is based upon my residence
there and upon my health care coverage at Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, the
State of Washington's primary health care source for welfare recipients. Care levels in
Tacoma are characteristically low, mainly due to undeifunding at the state level. Most of the
care efforts are directed toward Tacoma's large black and Asian populations. This is
evidenced by Group Health's locations in the central city and south end, typically black and
Asian neighborhoods, respectively. Group Health provides a range of prenatal and well baby
care services. Their success depends upon the dedication and regularity of mothers (mostly
minority women) to make and keep appointments. To my understanding, this has been a
problem hampering the success of GHC's programs.
The state of Utah is currently sponsoring its "Baby Your Baby" program. My
knowledge of this program is based on a local newspaper insert and on a telephone
conversation with Beinie Archie, Salt Lake County coordinator for the program. The
program focuses upon ways of informing women about the importance of prenatal care. The
insert was run in local newspapers statewide to promote the goal of creating awareness. The
program aims specifically at reducing low birthweight as a cause of infant mortality, stressing
its importance as a national health objective. The program is also searching for a way to
address the issue of obstetrical liability, the high cost of which has forced many doctors out of
the practice of delivering babies. This has resulted in many birth difficulties resulting from
long drives necessary for pregnant mothers to reach willing doctors when they enter labor.
The program's main accomplishment is its assistance program for women living in poverty,
provided through the WIC2 program. The WIC program provides medical care and nutrition
for both mothers and babies at no cost. Medical visits are covered by state funds and food
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vouchers are given to mothers to purchase foods specified on the WIC supplemental diet.
According to Archie, the program was approved in 1986 and given $1.6 million
generated by the state's "sin tax" on cigarettes. In addition, Archie states that the largest
proportion of people who use the program are minorities, specifically Latinos. She states that
many of the people who developed "Baby Your Baby" were non-Mormon and that the
program was not born out of the church.
In the section of the insert entitled "From the Sponsors of Baby Your Baby," I found
the following statement:
The goal of the "Baby Your Baby" campaign is to lower
the number of low birthrate infants born and the infant mortality
rate within the State of Utah by encouraging all pregnant women
to seek early and repeated prenatal care. The project focuses on
the need for the mother 'sfainily and the community to nurture
and assist her in having the best pregnancy possible, to support
the coining of life and the quality of that life...
Literally, 'no', the program is not a direct outreach of the church. But this statement proves
that it is a direct outreach of a community that has been influenced by the morality created by
the dominant ideology within it. Where else would conditions exist where a public health
department could call upon entire families for this kind of support and expect to get it?
Mormonism has overstepped the boundary of the Utah political entity and as a result, the
Utah political entity is promoting values distinctly associated with Mormonism.
In conclusion, I would like to discuss the Salt Lake condition from the perspective
of the Urban Peephole Hypothesis. This rather Marxist hypothesis suggests that the city is a
condensed expression of society and a collection of societal institutions. A struggle ensues in
which the most dominant social institution emerges and affects every aspect of its
surrounding community. This allows us to use specific cities as "peepholes" to study the
effects of certain social institutions. This paper has isolated Salt Lake City as a case study to
determine the effect of Mormonism on the structure of the community. This study
determined that religion has played a major role in shaping the entire social structure,
especially fertility, both through social statistics and through public policy in Salt Lake City.
This city truly possesses and exhibits a "culture of morality."
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CHARACTERIZAJI1ON OF FEMALE VIRTUE:
MILTONIC FEMINISM AS REFLECTED IN COMUS
by Mona Fortini
During the 1970's, critics of John Milton's works often viewed his female
characters as representations of his misogyny. Their essays created a powerful critical
argument, forcing many women critics to debate against these early feminist views. Barbara
K. Lewalski wrote a strong rebuttal to Marcia Landy; Joan Malory Webber argued Sandra
Gilbert's view in an article published posthumously; and Diane Kelsey McColley attacked
the feminist critique in her articles, as well as her book-length account which defended his
portrayal of Eve. Throughout this critical debate, some critics have viewed Milton's female
characters as created images of his patriarchal thoughts; others view his female characters as
images of true female subjectivity, which Milton did not create, but surely acknowledged.
Recent critics, especially Lewalski and McColley, have confirmed that Milton's attitudes
were not even close to those of a misogynist, and that he was ahead of his time in his attitudes
that women should have the equivocal dignities and responsibilities to those of men's. These
attitudes were very rarely acknowledged in the seventeenth century.' Historian Christopher
Hill advocates and supports the stance that other scholars have demonstrated, which asserts
that Milton's portrayal of women characters "were on the whole more favorable to women
than those of most of his articulate contemporaries."'
In his 1644 The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce,. Milton develops for the first
time his stance that husband and wife are not only "one Flesh" but "one Heart, one Soul" as
well.4 His divorce tracts support his thesis:
That indisposition, unfitness or contrariety of mind,
arising from a cause in nature unchangable, hindering
and ever likely to hinder the main benefits of conjugall
society, which are solace and peace, is a greater
reason of divorce than natural frigidity, especially if
there be no children, and that there be no children, and
that there be mutual consent.'
Hence, Milton insists that the wife essentially should have the right to complete subjective
participation in the marriage, as well as being allowed the consent of divorce. Lewalski notes
that in such works as his divorce tracts, Milton advances beyond the view of women as
"either sex objects or mother figures."',
Milton also advances beyond this view in his great narrative poems. His masque
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known as Comus, which he originally titled A Mask presented at Ludlow Castle, 1634, is one
of the poems which female critics cite as a representative portrayal of Milton's favorable
view of women. Co,nus presents the Lady, an unmarried woman character, entangled in a
male-dominant world. She is traveling with her two brothers to visit their father; when
traveling in the woods, she becomes captured by Comus, who is disguised as a harmless
shepherd. He attempts to sexually threaten her. Milton's characterization of the Lady
intensifies and substantiates the view that he often portrays his women characters as strongminded individuals. In Comus,this concept is fully illustrated by the Lady's steadfast moral
integrity and the strength of character and virtue she consistently demonstrates.
The righteous and steadfast moral views the Lady holds shows Milton's attitude that
women can be strong minded if they are given a free choice. One of the first instances where
the Lady displays her moral strength is when the disguised Comus attempts to convince her
to drink his magical potion in order to cause her to release her passion; he also tries to
transform her "Into some brutish form of Wolf, or Bear/Or Ounce, or Tiger, Hog, or bearded
Goat" (II. 69-70). Comm is unable to verbally convince the Lady to perform such action,
; he
wants her to do because she is able to distinguish true good from evil. Her values may ix:
seen through such speeches as:
I would not taste thy treasonous offer; none
But such as are good men can give things,
And that which is not good, is not delicious
To a well -govern'd and wise appetite.
01. 702-705)
The Lady, in other words, asserts that if any potion is not good for a person, then it will not
taste good. Hence, it should not be taken. Comm also attempts to seduce the Lady by
arguing that the world desires its inhabitants to utilize its beauty; therefore, by analogy, her
beauty and chastity only are meaningful if she uses them. He further attempts to deceive her
by saying that the true way to please God is to lavishly use all the good He has created. In
this argument, Comus tries to sway the Lady into feeling guilty for not using her beauty to
conceive a beautiful child; yet she is so strong that even this powerful argument Comus
presents cannot persuade her. She tells him, "Twill not, false traitor,/-l-win not restore the
truth and honcstyrrhat thou hast banish't from thy tongue with lies" (11. 690-692). Coinus
further threatens he will "rape" her with his phallic wand; the Lady's reaction is "Fool, (10 not
boast,/Thou canst not touch the freedom of my mind" 01. 661-662).
By using his magic, Comus causes the Lady to be stuck in a chair; therefore her
body and mind are split. Yet she nevertheless understands that as long as her mind remains
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strong, it does not matter that her body is in a position beyond her control. Conius tells the
Lady that she should not mistreat her body by denying it refreshment after putting it through
such a laborious task. Again, the Lady adheres to her righteous views by confronting him
with his dishonesty and asserting that if he is false, then the gifts he has to offer her are also
false. She acknowledges that only the good and true may give gifts that are good and true (II.
801-812). In all of her verbal counterattacks, the Lady substantiates that her moral values
defeat Conius' seductive arguments. This aspect of the Lady's characterization represents
Milton's attitude that it is essential for women to be granted the opportunities to think and
choose for themselves; this way, they will become able to develop and hold their own moral
values.
Strength of character and virtue is another significant aspect of the Lady's
characterization; Milton's portrayal of her character shows that women are capable of
becoming equal to, or even more virtuous than, men. Throughout Co ,n us, the Lady
consistently maintains an extraordinary rational character, and her speeches often reflect her
high value of virtue. When she is lost and alone in the woods, she is not afraid because she
understands that:
The virtuous mind, that ever walks attended
By a strong siding champion Conscience. 0 welcome pure-ey'd Faith, white-handed Hope,
Thou hov' ring Angel girt with golden wings,
And thou unblemish' t form of Chastity,
I see ye visibly...
(11. 211-216)
The Lady sees that virtues such as Faith, hope, and especially, Chastity, will guide her
through any obstacles she may meet, no matter how rough they may become. Another
situation in Cornus which illustrates the Lady's strong virtue is her elder brother's assertion
that this virtue of her mind will help her to remain safe physically when she is lost:
Yet a hidden strength
Which if Heav'n gave it may be termed her own:
'Tis chasti(y, my brother chastity:
She has that, is clad in complete steel.
01. 418421)
The Lady also shows she is more virtuous than Comus in one of her many rebuttals
to his temptations:
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If every just man that now pines with want
Had but a moderate and beseeming share
Of that which lewdly-pamper'd Luxury
Now heaps upon some few with vast excess,
Nature's full blessings would be well dispens't
In unsuperfious even proportion.
(11.768-773)
Her rebuttal implies that in the Platonic value system, anyone "great" who has a high position
in the social hierarchy should humble himself or herself, imagine being in a position of
serving the people above, and then determining what would be just for all. The Lady further
understands that nature's "full blessings" should be distributed in "even Proportion"; they
should not be lavished on a privileged "few" and withheld from others equally or more
deserving. Such insights reflect the Lady's poweiful, actually quite radical, interpretation of
justice. This argument she gives may also be the most serious argument Milton ever gives as
a political liberal. In such arguments, Milton shows that in comparison to Comus, the Lady
has a superior insight to abstract qualities such as justice; Comus' values are superficial.
Milton's characterization of the Lady is one of many illustrations which show that
he is far from being a misogynist. Since Milton's time, there have been three centuries of
progress toward equal liberty for the sexes, and during his lifetime, Milton advocated and
supported this liberty. The views that the woman was created for man's pleasure and that the
wife is subordinate to the husband are not emphasized in Coinur or in Milton's other works.
As McColley writes, "Milton himself narrowed the gender gap considerably."' His
characterization of the Lady not only displays the theme of the female's potential of
developing steadfast moral values and virtuous minds; her characterization also shows that it
is essential that men and women should both strive to become virtuous humans with
righteous moral values.
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Self Deception
is
a
pasty
cover-up scam
like balanced
glass blocks
on a rough
wooden shelf
in a rickety
train station
that creaks and rattles
at night

Cami Greenfield
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What Sharon Said
by Bridget Brady
Sharon, I said, I'm tired.
And I could feel the flesh of her eyes search the ceiling, looking for
shapes in the random pattern of the once-white now yellow with tobacco
smoke.
I'm tired too, she said.
Very.
So
tired.
Why, do you think? I said.
Do I think? she said.
And I knew she was breathing a littled heavier, a little quicker with parted
lips,
her hot breath escaping over her tongue and through her once-white teeth
now
yellow with tobacco smoke.
I understand how you feel, I said.
Do you, she said.
Why, do you think? I said.
Yes, why do we? she said.
And Sharon rolled over to face the wall, pulling the covers tight, her body
curling like some fat sow-bug just touched by a curious child- finger
poking at nature.
And gradually she began to breathe again.
A little deeper, a little softer.
And I listened.
And I thought.
And I lay awake in the night.
And
I am
tired.
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Elena
by Steve Matthiason

The first time I ever kissed a girl was in the third grade. We were sitting crosslegged in a circle on the floor of the bedroom that Marie and Grace O'Niell shared, that
converted garage, playing spin the bottle with Grace's hairbrush. It was a big one, real
wide and heavy with those soft bristles, the kind with the pearl luster, so it really whipped
around on that short carpet.
It was Marie's turn to spin the brush. Since she was eying Elena Martin
maliciously, and I had escaped so far unscathed, I was paying more attention to my foot
which had fallen asleep than I was to the brush. It came to a rest pointing at me, however,
causing the prickles in my leg to disappear, instead focusing my attention on Marie's
voice ringing across the circle,
"Ok, Steve, kiss— no,french-kiss Elena."
Oh shit. And Elena was getting tip to stand in the circle, looking down at me
expectantly, so very apparently one-year-older-than-me, and I was thinking about how I
knew for a fact that she had kissed other guys before, and God what is this going to be
like.
Stumbling up on my one awake foot I stepped out over to Elena, felt her grasp
my head with both her hands down behind my ears, saw her enormous face loom down
over me, drawing me in, and muinmlphmph her mouth was pressed against mine. Dark
warm wetness spanned by slick teeth and that intruding active tongue and then I was
released; though through the relief I was a little disappointed that it was over with so fast.
I sat back down in my place, tasting copper with a hint of grape Hubba Bubba and
thinking amorous thoughts.
It was at least three or four years before I had another opportunity to kiss a girl.
Elena, on the other hand, stuck right with boys, eventually running away from home in
high school with a drug dealer. By that time I didn't want to kiss her again.
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